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ABSTRACT

I¡ this dissertation we consíder four problems of nonparametric inference. The first

problem deals with the estimation of the siope of a linear regression. We æsume that the

conditional density function of Y given X=x is f(y-o-Bx) where the fonn offis unknown

and B is the slope of the regression of Y on X which is to be estimaæd. lVithout loss of

generality we assume c to be zero. It is assumed that X is a bounded random variable. If

the form of f were known, then the estimation problem could be treated by the classical

maximum likeühood method. In the present study we first define an empirical likelihood

equation bæed on the so-called kemei estimates of a probability density function and its

derivatives and then propose a nonparametric estimate of p by combining a consistent

estimate of P and the empirical likelihood equation. We derive ttre large sample distribution

of our estimate by using the convergence propenies of the kemel estimates of a probability

density function and its derivatives in conjunction with the properties of U-st¿tistics. It is

found that the proposed estimate has the same large sample distribution as possessed by the

maximum likelihood estimate.

In the second ploblem \rye study a naive estimate of the Hodges-Lehmann functional

given by the integral of the square of an estimate of the probability density function. We

establish the rate of sffong convergence and the asymptotic nonnality of the estimate and

derive an expression for the optimal smoothing pammeter that minimizes the mean square

enor. We illustrate our results on simulaæd dat¿ to construct a 957o confidence inærval for

the Hodges-Lehmann functional when the underiying distributions are standard nomal,

standard Cauchy and standard logistic.

In the third problem we derive the mean square errors of the kernel estimates of the

probabiüty density function and its derivatives, the population distribution function, the

quantiles and the mode. We obtain expressions for the smoothing parameter that minimize

the mean square errors,



The fourth problem is a conti¡uation of the third probiem. In this problem we consider

the computations of the mean square errors of the kernel estimates of the conditional

probability density function, the regression function, the conditional quantile and the

conditional mode. We derive expressions for the smoothing parameter that minimize the

mean squffe effors.
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CHAPTERI

INTRODUCTION

1. L A Brief Liærature Review

The ciassical statistical methods are parametric. The assumption is that the sample

observations come from a population having a probability density function (pdf) whose

functional form is known but depends on a number of unknown parameærs. In this cæe

the problem is either to estimate the unknown paraneters or to devise tests and derive

confidence regions, etc, for the unknown parameters based on the sample. This

assumption is rather sftong because the assumed parametric modei need not be the "actual"

one if there is one, and the statistical methods developed for a particular parametric model

could lead to emoneous conclusions when appüed to a slightly perturbed model. The

nonparametric statisical methods which do not assume a cert¿in form of the statistical

poputation mainly appeared in the literature during the second world war. One of the

important topics within the nonparametric stâtistical methods is the nonparametric

estimation of a probability density function using the kemei method as developed by

Rosenbiau (1956). The idea of Rosenblatt wæ taken up more rigorously by Parzen (1962)

to study the statistical properties of a general class of nonparametric estimates of a

probability density function and the mode. Since then a number of researchers have

investigaæd various aspects of nonpararnetric estimation of the probability density function

a¡rd its functionals. Among researchers in this field we mention : Nadaraya (1964a,1964b,

1965, 1974), Bhauacharya(1967), Schuster (1969,1972), Samant¿ (1971, 1973,1974a,

1989), Singh (1977 a, 1979) and Ka¡unamuni and Mehra (1990). Various methods which

have been developed for density a¡d curve estimatíon are found in monographs by Prakasa

Rao (1983), Devroye and Györfi (1985), Silverman (1986), Devroye (1987), Mü{ler

(1988), Eubank (1988) and Nadaraya (1989).



1.2 Kernel Estimation of a Probabilitv Densitv Function and Its Derivatives

I-etX1,X2,..., X¡ be independent random variabies having a common probability

density function þdf) f and let Q be a real valued Borel meæurable function such that the

Læbesgue inægral JQ(u)¿u=i. Usuaüy Q is taken to be a probability density function. An

estimaæ f¡(x) or ttr]par 11*¡ i. giurn uy

r.(xrJ i.gëit-' ' nani::t \ an ,/

r"(ÐG)EþËlqrË) (1.2)

i=0, l,2,..., r.. Schuster (i969) and Ka¡unamuni and Mehra (1990) atso studied the

æymptotic properties of the estimat€s in (1.2) and obtained thei¡ raæs of convergence.

( 1.1)

where {aa} is a sequence of positive numbers converging to z€ro as n tends to infinity.

The function f¡(x) is called a kernei estimate of f(x), Convergence properties of this

estimate have been extonsively studied. We only mention here the works of Rosenblatt

(1956, 1971), Parzen (1962), Nadaraya (1970, 1974), Bhattacharya (i967), Schuster

(1969), Singh (1977a), Ka¡unamuni (1991) and Karunamuni and Mehra (1991).

Multivariate analogues of the estimate in (1.1) have been considered among others by

Cacoullos (1966), Van Ryzi¡ (1969), and Eparechnikov (1969).

For the one-dimensional case, let r>0 be an integer and denote by f¡) the r-th order

derivative of f where f0)=f. Suppose that the kemel Q and its first r derivatives are

:
functions of bounded variation and the Lebesgue integral JlulQ(u)du is finite.

Bhattâchârya (i967) proposed and studied the asymptotic nron"r*l, of the estimate of

fli)1x¡ given by



'lVe now mention briefly some instrnces where kemel estimates of density functions and

thei¡ functionals have been applied to statistical problems.

Puzan (1962) and Nadaraya (1965) considered the problem of estimating the mode of a

univariate pdf. Van Ryzin (1969) and Samanta (1973) considered the estimation of the

modo of a multìvariaæ density. Murthy (1965) applied the kemel method to the estimation

of jumps, reliability and hazard rates. Using kemel estimate of the pdf, Bhattacharya

(1967) studied a class of estimates of the Fisher information. Nadaraya (1965, 1970),

Rosenblatt (1969), Schusær (1972), Schuster and Yakowiø (1979), and Gasser et al

(1984) all considered the estimation of regression curves. Singh (1977b) considered a

wide range of problems including those in econometrics which could be solved by using

t¡e kernel method. Rosenblatt (i975) devloped a æst ofindependence using functionals of

kemei estimates of density functions. Ahmad and Ln (1977) suggested estimates for a

vector valued bivadaæ failure rate. Aitken and MacDonald (1979) applied kemei based

density estimaæs to categorical data and Tetærington (i980) explored thei¡ use in this area.

Copas and Fryer (1980) used kemel estimation techniques to deter¡nine the security risks

among psychiatric patients. Ramiau-Hansen (1983) considered the use of kernel density

estimation methods in estimating intensity functions in survival analysis. Thava¡eswara¡

(1988) appüed kernel functions to estimate signals for a semimartingale model.

In ttre next section we sha1l briefly discuss the problem of estimating the slope of a linea¡

regression.

1.3 Efficient Nonparametric Estimation of the Slope of a Li¡ear Regression

læt (Xt, Yr), (Xz, Y), ... be a sequence of independent and identically distribuæd two

dimensional random variablss such that P[0<Xi<1] =1 for i=1, 2,3, .... Let the

conditional distribution function ofY given X=x be denoted by G(y/x), where G(y/x) is

absoluûely continuous having the conditional probabiliry density function g(y/x). We



suppose further that there is a probabilty density function f and two real numbers ø and p,

where -oo< g<"", lÞ l<y and T is a known consta¡t such that

s(vix)=¡1t-o-P*, (1.3)

for all 03<1 and -""<y<*. ln such a case, if E(YiX) exists, then it is a ünear function in

X with slope p. Even if E(YiX) does not exist, it can be easily shown that, the conditional

median (or any given quantüe) of Y given X is a linear function in X with slope B. In this

model B may be called the slope of the linear regression of Y on X in a sense more general

than usual. ln this dissertation we consider the problem of estimating and testing

hypotheses about B. If f were known, then B could be estimated from (Xt, Yt), (Xz,Yù,

..., (Xn, Yn) by the method of maximum likelihood by solving the pair of likelihood

equations

:fl1)(Yi-a_bXJ
iiffi-a-6s-=u

a¡ld

Ër'ff#='

(1.4)

(1.s)

(1.6)

It is well known that under cert¿in regularity conditions (see Cramer, 1946, p. 500) the

likelihood equations have a solution (afr, Uål converging in probability to (ø, B).

Furthermo¡e, fi (bã-B) converges in distribution to a norrnal random va¡iable with mean

zero and variance U{o2J(Ð}, where otva¡(Xr) and J(Ð is the Fisher i¡fonnation defined

by

r(Ð= J{{ffiDå"

Since U{nozJ(Ð} is the Cramer-Rao lower bound for the variance of all unbiased

estimates of p the maximum likelihood estimaæ bå is said to be asymptotically efficienl



The nonparametric counte{paft of this problem arises when f is un-known. ln the

nonparametric setup, Theil (1950b) proposed an estimaæ bfr of p given by

bfi=median{Sij}, (1.7)

where S¡ =(Y¡-Y)/(X¡ -X) for lli<jln. For testing the hypothesis Hs:p=89 against a

suitable alæmative, Theil (1950a) proposed a test based on Kendall's tau statistic. Other

nonparametric procedures for making irtferences about the regression coefficient have been

proposed by Adichie (1967), Sen (1968), Srivastava and Saleh (1970), and Jureckova

(1971) among others.

Samanta (1971) defrned an empiricai likelihood equation based on kemel estimates of a

probability density function and its derivatives. Under some regularity conditions he

proved that with a high probability, the empirical likelihood equation has a soiution bo

which converges i-n probability to p and./nibn-B] converges in distribution to a normal

random variable with mean zero and variance ll oz[ü,a2(ÐJ, where o2=va¡(Xt), at and

az @t<aù Nè two arbitrarily fxed real numbers chosen in advance,

a2

,",,",(Ð = fr# .' f,f#ri.., 
"ll@#a1

and F(.) is the distribution function of f(.). The quantity J¿1,¿2(fl has the property that

aithough it is less than J(f) it converges to J(Ð as a1 and az approach -"" a¡d +."

respectively (see Samanta, 1974b).

ln Chapter tr we use kemel estimates of a probability density function and its derivatives

to propose an estimate ân of F and proceed to study its æymptotic distribution using the

theory of a one-sample U-statistic. We show that the estimate â¡ is asymptotically

normaily distributed with mean B and variance 1/{no2J(Ð}. Since J¿1,¿2(fl<J(f) the

method proposed in Chapær II is an improvement upon a method developed by Sarnanta

(1971).

(1.8)



1.4 Estimation of the Hodges-Lehman¡r Functional

It is well known that the functionaf A1Ð= 
_p(xlOx 

appears in the expression for the

asymptotic variance of the Hodges-læhmann estimate of the shift pâramete¡ in the two

sample location problem. The same functional also appears in the expressions for the

asymptotic relative efficiencies of the rank tests for mmy problems like location shift,

regression, dependence and analysis of variance (see Hodges and Lehmann, i956, Hodges

a¡d Lehman¡, 1963, Lehmann, 1963 ).

LetX1,X2,..., Xn be ildependent and identically distribuæd random variable having a

pdf f(x). Bhattacharyya and Roussas (1969) proposed an estimate Á¡(f) of the functional

Á(f) given by

an14= Jrfr1x;ax, (1.e)

where fn(x) is the usual kemel estimator of f(x) as defi¡ed in (1.1). They eståblished

consistency in the quadratic mean of the estimate Ân(Ð. Dmitriev and Ta¡asenko (1973,

197 4) proved the mea¡ square convergence of another class of estimates of a general

functional of the plobability density function that includes Á(f) as a special case.

In Chapter III we use the result in Schuster (1969) to study the rate of strong

convergonce of the estimate Áo(fl. We then use the theory of U-statistic to estâbüsh the

asymptotic normality of the estimate and derive explicit expressions for the mea¡ square

enor (MSE) and MSE optimal smoothing parameter. Finally, we consider two numerical

applications of these results: (a) the construction of a læge sample con-fidence interval for

the shift parameær in the two sample location problem and (b) the construction of a large

sample confidence intervai for the Hodges-læhmann functional itself.



1.5 Nonparametric Estimation of a Plobabiliqv Densiqv Function a¡d Its Functionals

I-atX1,X2,..., Xo be i-ndependent and identically distributed random va¡iables having a

probability density function f(x) and the distribution function F(x). Nadaraya (1964b)

proposed and studied asymptotic properties of an estimator of the cumuiative distribution

function F(x) given by

F"(,.)+,;.oË)

t

(1.10)

'I
where Õ(t)= JQ(u)du and Q is a kernel function defined on C-, -). Azzatiri (1981)

studied the ,lord order properties of the estimator Fn(x) in (1.10) together with the

estimator, xp, of the population quantile, 6p, that emerges as the soiution of the equation

F¡(x)=P.

In sections 4.2 through 4.4 of Chapter [V we derive, under certain regularity conditions,

the asymptotic expressions for the mean square errors of the estimaæs of F(x), Ço and

f(i)(x), i=0, 1,2, ..., r. We tiren obtain expressions for the optimal smoothing parameter

that minimize these mean square errors. Our resuiß include the results in Azzalini (1981),

Rosenblatt (1956) and Silverman (1986, p.70) as special cases. We also state the

conditions under which we obtain the expression for the smoothing parameter that

minimizes the mean square error of an estimate of the population mode.

1.6 Noparametric Estimation of the Conditional Probabilitv Densitv Function and Its

Functionals

Let 6r, Yr), (X2, Yz),..., (Xn, Y¡) be independent and identically distribuûed two

dimensional random variables with a joint probabilty density function f(x, y) and a joint
xv

distribution function FG, y)= j 
_jf(u, 

v)dudv, The marginal density function of X and



the conditional density function of Y given X=x a¡e gf*l= ñ(*, y)dy and f(yix)= fc$

respectively, provided g(x)>0. If E[Y] is finite, then the regression function of Y1 on X1

is defined as

r(x)=ElY1/X1=xl.

The conditional distribution function of Y1 given X1=¡ i5 defined by

(1. i i)

Let (0,* denote the quantile of order p (0<p<1) of the conditional distribution function

F(yix), i.e., a root of the equation F((/x)=p. We call (p,x the population conditional

quantile of order p and assume that (p,* is unique. If we also assume that f(y/x) is

uniformly continuous in y for each x, then the function f(y/x) is bounded and

, Irrn f(vix)=O. Hence it foliows that f(yix) possesses a mode M(x) defined by
lyl-+ø -

v
If(x, u)duy _."

F(y/x)=-ff(r¡/x)du = 

-g(,*) 

.

f(M(x)/x) = max f(v/x)
-oo<y<cô "

(1.12)

(1.13)

(1.14)

(1.1s)

We call M(x) the population conditional mode and æsume úat M(x) is unique.

Let fo(x, y), Cn(x), fn(y/x) and Fn(y/x) be the kernel estimators of f(x, y), g(x), f(y/x)

and F(y/x) respectiveiy defi-ned by

r"r.,vr=*! ïoË)ht)

e"r.r=fiË0ffi



and

f"(y/x)=*#

v
F¡(y/x)= Jfn(r:/x)du

(1. 16)

(1.17)- Bn(x, y)
- gn(x)

where Q i, u t"rll function and {a¡} is a sequence of positive numbers converging to

zero, and

(1.18)

v
r

with Õ(y)= JQ(u)du.

Nadaraya (1964a), Watson (1964), Rosenblaft (1969) and Schuster (1972) have studied

asymptotic properties of estimators of r(x) of the form

ioê
l-r \
:01=fuf'"t)

(1.19)

Rosenblatt (1969) also studied the properties of an estimate fn(y/x) of the conditional

probability density function f(yix). Samanta (1989) proved the strong consistency and

asymptotic normality of an estimaæ Ç,x of tire conditional quantile (p,* given by the root

of the equation F¡(Çx)=p. Samant¿ a¡d Thavaneswaran (1990) also proved that under

some regularity conditions an estimate Mn(x) of the conditional mode M(x) given by

fn(Mn(x)ix)= _."?$!."f"(V/x) is strongly consistent and asymptotically normally

distributed.

B"(.,y)=# å.Ë)Ë)



In Chapter V, under some genelal conditions, we derive asymptotic expressions for tÏe

mean square effors of these estimates. We also obtain expressions for the smoothing

pafameter that minimize these mean square erors.

1.7 A General Conceot of 'ln Probabilitv'

Suppose {7n} is a sequence of random variables on (-co, o") and {r¡} is a sequence of

positive numbers. It is customary to define op and Op by adding probability requirements

to the usual definitions of o and O as follows (see Pratt, 1959):

Definition i. h=op(rò if, for every positive e and q, for some N, for every n>N,

P{ IZnlrnl<n }>1-e.

Defi¡ition 2. Z^=O"(r"\ if. for everv oositive e. for some oositive n and N. for everv

n>N, P{lãlrnl<li>1-e.

For an algebra of op(l) and Op(l) we refer to Ma¡¡ a¡rd Wald (1943) and Pratt (1959).

1.8 Outline of the Dissertation

In Chapter II we discuss the problem of estimating the slope of a linear regression

function. In Chapter III we consider the problem of estimating the integal of the square of

a probability density function (the Hodges-læhmann functional). Chapter fV examines the

problem of estimating a probability density function and its functionals including the

derivatives, the mode, the distribution function, and the quantiles. Finally, in Chapter V

we discuss the problem of estimating a conditional probâbility density function and its

functionals such as the regression function, the conditional quantiles and the conditional

mode. Unless otherwise stated all integrals in this dissertation will be understood to be

læbesgue inægrais.
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CHAPTERtr

EFFICIENT NOMARAMETRIC ESTMATION OF TFIE SLOPE OF A LINEAR

REGRESSION

2.1 Introduction and Summary

tæt (Xt, Yr), (Xz, YÐ, ... be independent and identically distribuæd two di¡nensional

random variables such that P[0<Xi<1] =1 for i=1, 2,3, .... Let G(yix) denote the

conditional distribution function of Y given X=x a¡d iet us assume that for each x, G(/x) is

absoiutely continuous having the conditional probabitity density g(/x). We suppose

further that there is a probability density function f and two real numbers a and B, where

-oo<û,<oo, lBlcy and "y is a known constånt such that

8(vix)=r1t-o-B*, (2.1)

for all 0lxl1 and -""<y<". . In such a case, if E(l/X) exists, then it is a linea¡ function in

X with slope p. Even if E(Y/X) does not exist the conditionai median (or any given

quantile) of Y given X is a linear function i¡ X with slope p. In this model, B may be

called the slope of the Linoar regression of Y on X in a sense more general than usual.

In this dissertation we consider tïe problem of estimating and testing hypotheses about

p. If f were known, then B could be estimated from (X1, Yl), (X2, Yd, ..., (Xn, Yn) by

the method of maximum likelihood by solving the pair of ükelihood equations

l¡(t)ff¡-a-bXf
i3FYi-a-:6XJ- 

= u

,Ër'ff#=o

(2.2)

(2.3)

It is well known that, under certain regularity conditions (see Cramer, 1946, p. 500), the

likelihood equations have a solution iafr, bÄ) converging in probability to (ø, p).



Furthermore, .6 Oå-B) converges in distribution to a norrnal random variable with mean

zero and variance U{62J(Ð}, where o2=var(Xr) and J(Ð is the Fisher infonnation defined

by

rc=Èffi,i. (2.4)

The nonparametric counterpart of this problem arises when f is unl¡rown. In this case

we assume q=0 without any loss of generality by writing f(y) for f(y-a).

In this disserøtion we propose a method for estimating B in the nonparametric setup by

using kemel estimates of f and its derivatives (see Rosenblatt, 1956, Pa¡zen, 1962, and

Bhattacha¡ya, 1967).

Let Q be a Borel meæurable function and {an} be a sequence of positive numbers

converging to zero. We define the functions Vo(x, y, b), Yn(x, y, b), r¡o(1)1x, y, b) and

Yo(1)1x, y, b) by

vn(x,y,r4joftE{q)

vn(x, y, 

"+,å.fEt 
Þ&)

, (2.s)

vo(l)(*, y, b)= 
*v"t*, v, ul,

and

yo(1)1x, y, u¡-¿oynçx, y, u¡

v
respectiveiy, where Õ(y)= 

- 
JQ(u)du.
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tÆt {dn} be a sequence of positive numbers converging to infinity and Ia be the ir¡dicator

function of the interval (-do, dJ. For any real number b and for any positive integer n, we

defi¡e

r"<ot*itr"rvt#f!|# + yn(1)1x., -dn, b) - yn(l)Q(i, do, b) I (2.6)

and call tn(b)=0 the empirical likelihood equation for estimating B. We briefly expiain the

motivation behind the function laþ).

In the case when o=0, if the function f were known, the maximum ükelihood estimate

of B on the bæis of (Xr, Yi), CXz, Yz), ..., (Xo, Y¡) is obøined by solving the likeühood

equation

¡n
ìf t¡n i(Yi-uxt=0.
db i=1

Now, fol every b, the conditional density ftrnction of T¡=Y1-bXi given X¡ is

f(t+bxi-ÞXÐ. Thus, when b is close to B the function

(2.7)

(2.9)

+ i oÊtsrÞål (2.8)
nan ,--' '[ ân IJ-¡ \

wili closely approximaæ f(t) for large n. Since our object is to approximate the solution of

(2.7) which is close to B with high probability when n is iarge, replacing f in (2.7) by its

approximation (2.8) seems reæonable. With this repiacement, the left hand side of (2.7)

becomes

: r;h ,i*-", a.''(eþr#rÞå)r

'åt@'nan j:i ( a¡ )

13



However, we modify the above function in order to study its convergence . For those Yis

lying in the inærval (d¡, d¡) we use the above for¡n of the function and then add Yn(1)6r,

-dn, b) and -Yn(l)[X , d¡, b) to give rise to the function La(b).

L€t õn be any estimate of B such tfrat õ'"-9=Oe!-Ln). An estimate satisfyi¡g this

condition can be obtai¡ed in the following way: We select À¡ pairs of equations from the n

equations Y.¡=cx+Bf,¡' j=1, 2, '.., n, where Àn is the greatest integer less than or equal to

|. Wr *t"n obtain Àn different estimates Ê:o, j=t, 2, ..., j,,ûof p by solving each pair of

equations and take for 5n the estimate of p defrned by

5o=median { 0jn, j--1, 2, ..., }'ol .

With 5n as a frst approximation for a solution of the equation t"!(b)=0 we get the next

^approximation Qt by going ttrrough exactly one iteration by the Newton-Raphson method,

that is,

û"=s"*4S*. (2.r0)" " -Ln(t)6n)

In section 2.3 it is shown that under some regularity conditions .Jn (ùr-Ê) converges in

distribution to a normal random variabte with mean zero and variance lltozJ(Ð\ (Theorem

z.r),

We now iist the conditions on f, Q, the sequences {an) a¡d {dn} for which the

asymptotic properties of the estimates proposed in this chapûer are proved.

Condition 2.1: f and its fust five derivatives exist and a¡e bounded.

Condition 2.2: I (fl= i{*ln rlx¡ ¡z¡1*¡¿*."".J 'ox

Condition 2.3: ,n*r]Oo **tions M1(x) and Mz(x) i:rægrable over G"",o") such that

lf1\x)l<Mr(x) and lfl2)(x)l<M2(x) for alt xe (-"","").

Condition 2.4: There exists a strictly monotone increasing function H such that

14



1

riìPy ¡6p+1t¡ for all v and H(da+7+2)=¡1t25'

Condition 2.5: Q and its first two derivatives are functions of bounded va¡iation.

t1
Condition 2.6: JQ(u)du=l, JurQ(u)du=0, r=1,2,3, 4 and

Jtusqlu¡rau..".

Condition 2.7 : ao=n'|, å a. #.
In the sequel, Conditions 2.1 through 2.7 will be referred to as Condi¡ions 4.2.

Probability density functions which satisfy Conditions 2.7,2.2 arÅ 2.3 include among

otirers the normal, the Cauchy, the contaminated norrnal density functions and the mixtures

of the Cauchy and the nornal probabiïty density functions.

Condition 2.4 is similar to that ir Bhattacharya (1967) and Dmitriev a¡d Tarasenko

(1973). If we let H(y; ={¡2¡¡s*p 1$, mn Condition 2.4 is satisfied if f is a standa¡d

normal density function or any other density function having flatær øil than the stândard

normal density function. An example ofa kemel function satisfying Conditions 2.5 and

2.6 is

Of->!frr-þz-frr- ol"*pt#l (see Nadaraya, te8e, p. 176).

From Conditions 2.2 nd 2.4 it follows that

a

f{lr)(x)}2, - flft)1¡)12,r(I)= J-xt-dx> JS---ox

,u' =F(a) 1"tffi1'"@c.,',.



a

>F(,){ J#-r,#*},

=lg9).i3ro.- F(a)

2.2 Convereence Properties of Kemel Estimates of a Densitv Function and Its Derivatives

læt {x¡ } be a bounded sequence of real numbers nd 14Ìl be a sequence of independent

random variables with an unknown common distribution function F which is supposed to

be absoluæly continuous havi¡g a density function f. Let {c¡(x, xt, x2, ...)} be a bounded

sequence of real numbers depending on a real number x and the sequence {x¡ }. In order to

be specific we shali always consider 0lx¡S1 and lc¡lSl for allj.

We consider the function
1n

ka(x, z, s); lci(x, x1, x2, ...)f(z+sx¡).

In the sequel we shall write c¡ for c¡(x, xt, x2, ...) but its dependence on x and {x¡ }

should always be kept in mind.

By kn(t) ,"" denote the r-th partial derivative ofk¡ with respect to z, that is,

ko(')ç*, 
", 
o{ T"¡f'11"*o¡

(2.1t)

(2.t2)

which exist and are bounded for r up to 5 by virn:e of Condition 2.1. We shall now

examine certain estimates of these functions based on21,22,....

Let Q be a Borel measurable function and {an} be a sequence of positive numbers

converghg to zero. We define for each positive integer n

h¡(x, z, s)=;fi i o*É**)
and

16
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hn(')1*,,, o= -h å cqr(=**) (2.t4)

We study the convergence of hn(t)1*, 
", 

,¡ to ko(t)1", z, s) in the following lemmas:

Lemma 2.1. Under Conditions 2.1,2.5 and 2.6

-."îj.."1 E{ho(')(x, z, s¡1-ko(')1x, z, s)l sc 
^nt-' 

,=0,7,2

-æ<s<oo

where C is a positive constrnt.

Prcq[. For r=0, by makhg a change of variabie, we have

rn .
E{hn(x, z, Ð}1 .! c¡ Jf(z+sx¡-a¡u)Q(u)du. (2,15)

l=l

For el, usilg a change of variable followed by inægration by parß, we obtain

eri o<l'({s)r = Jå.(ry¡"n

= fu,r*r*,-unu¡q(r)1u¡du
Jan

Jiz+sxj -aou) 0 tu¡ :*_ i, \r*sx; - aou)Q (u) du.

Using Conditions 2.1 and 2.5, we get

!(z+sx¡ aou) Q(Ðl :="glt*(z+sx¡ - a¡u)Q(u) - a"n(z+sx¡ 
)Q (0)l

+u$*lulu$z+sxi)Q(0)-fi f (z+sx¡-anu)O(u)l=0'

Hence

LI



Etj Oo)({ry)t =_ þtrø*o¡anu)0(u)cru

B{hn(1)(*, r, Ð }+oä.,_Jfl)(z+sx¡-aou)Q(u)du.

In a similar manner using a change of variable with repeaæd applications of inægration by

parts in conjunction with Conditions 2.1 and 2.5, we get

E{ho(2)(*,,", u,*,ä.,-!r(z+sx¡-a¡u)Q(u)du.

Hence, for r=1, 2, we have

E{ ho(')(x, r, O f d,i t jrt'l(z+sx¡-anu)Q(u)du. (2.1,6)

Equations (2.i5) and (2.16) are summariznd to give

E{hn(')(x, r, ,,*å.,-!r)(z+sx¡-aou)Q{u)du (2.17)

for r=0, 1, 2.

In the inægral on the right hand side of (2.1?) we expand lr)(z+sx¡-a¡u) around z+sx.¡

to the order of aot-t fo, r=0, 1, 2. The iemma now follows by virtue of Conditions 2.1

and 2.6 and the boundedness of the sequence {c.¡}.

Suppose {iin}, i=1, 2 be two sequences of posítive numbers such that n$Llin="",

i=l,2.

I-nmma 2.2. Under Conditions 2.1,,2.5 and 2.6 for sufficiently iarge n and for r=0, 1, 2,

if ans{=slsr;, thrt

t{ 
t¿tlyrol 

ho(t)q*, ,, ,) - ko(t)(*, z, s)l >en}<{C111 or2nlçuoz'AJo¡¡"*p1-nun2'*2Jo/c2¡,

lsl<l2¡

18



where C1 and C2 are constanæ not depending on {x¡} and {c¡}.

P¡gg[. Consider any r between O, 1,2. LÊl M be an upper bound for lf(r+l)(u)l ard

IOG+1)(u) I and ù=aot*2eoi8M

Then

lko(Ð1*, ,1, .1¡ - kn(Ð1*, n, sz)l<T

and

I hn(t)q", ,1, .1; - ho(t)1*, 22, s2)l<)

whenever lzt-zzl<õn and Is1-s2l<õ¡. Let us divide the interval [-ltn, lm], t=1, 2 into

gl?jb.onrêrutive inærvals denoæd by J$, tÍ?, ..., t"rt?,, and z6 and sff' be ârbirary
Òn

poina in JÍil and {]) respectively, Since for r=0, 1, 2, ao5''=o1sn¡, it follows from Lemma

2.1 and from the properties of tirese intervals that for sufficiently large n,

sup I hn(t)1*, z, s¡ - ko(t)1x, z, s¡l
lzlcllo
lsl<12o

= max sup l{hn(t)(x, r, r) - ho(t)(*, z¡r, sn¡,)}

i=t, z, ..., e*) t", Oe lÍ?*¡ßl
(2\

r'=1,2, ..., Eí

+1ho(t)1*, ro1, s*,¡-Ehn(t)1x, z¡, so,))+{Eh¡(t)(", 
"r, 

s-¡-kn(t)4*, znl, s'r) }

-{kn(t)(*, 
", 

s; -kot)qx, znl, snr,)}l

<h" cun5-t * max sup ¡ho(t)1*, 
"¡, 

s-¡ - Eho(t)1x, znr, sn¡)|,

t=r,2,..., s(f,) t", o.l[1)*lÍ?)

. ,'=1,2,..., eQì

where C does not depend on {x¡} and {c¡}. Hence for all large n
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p{ljgo thn(')1x, r, s) - ko(')(*, z, s)t> e¡}

lsll2n

<P{ max lho(t)1r, 
"o¡, 

s*) - Eho(Ð(x, za, so.¡t> }}
I=1,2, ..., s?

a)
r =r, ¿, ..,, gî

By a theorem of Hoeffding (1963) concerning the tail probabiüties of independent and

bounded random variables, each term in the above sum is bounded by

2"*p1-run2'*21ß2Mzl. This compleæs the proof of the lemma with C1=Jl2¡r,42 *6
Cz42M2.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose (Xr, Yr), (Xz,Yù,..., are independent and identicaliy distribuæd

two dimensional random variables such that the conditional distribution function of Yi

liven Xi=¡ i5 ¿þsoiutely continuous a.lmost everywhere having probability density function

g(y/x) given by g(y/x)=(y-Êx). Then

(a) Z=YrÞXi, 1=1.,2, ..., are independent and identically distributed absolutely

continuous random variables wittr probability density function f.

(b) The random variables Xt,Xz,...,ZtZz, ..., are ail independent.

Remark. In the above lemma the absoluæ continuity of X¡ has not been assumed, but

Z=Y¡FXi is still absolutely continuous.

The proof of læmma 2.3 follows from st¿ndard properties of conditionai distributions

and is omitted.

We now note that since the bounds given in Lemma 2.2 are ndependent of {x¡} and

{cj}, the same bounds remain valid if x, x1, xz, ..., are replaced by X, X1, X2, ...,

20



provided that the collection of ¡andom variables {24, i=1,2, .'.} is independent of the

collection {X, Xi, i=1, 2, ... }. We stâte this fact formally as:

Lemma 2.4. If {X, Xr, Xz, ... } is a sequence of random variables independent of the

sequence 14, Zz, ...\,Lpmma2.2 remai¡s valid when ix, xt, xz, ...\ is replaced by {X,

Xr. Xe ...l.

In the definition of the functions ko, ko(t), ho and ho(t) given by (2.11) to (2.I4 ) we

now replace x by X, x¡ by X¡ for ail j. The functions Vo, Vo(l), Y¡(1) inroduced in (2.6)

then bscome special cases of the functions ho(t), ,=0, 1 when the sequences {cj} are

suiøbly chosen. These relations a¡e summa¡ized i¡ the following table.

lr)
Table 2.1: Relations among ho'-'and the components of L"(b)

rrì 
ciß' xr' X¿"")

r h""'fX. Y-bX. b-B) 1 X¡X

0 hn(X, Y-bX, b-P) Vn(X, Y, b) Yn(1)6, Y, b)

t''o(l)1x, v-ux, b-B¡ Vn(1)QK, y, b)

We consider the functions S¡(x, y, b) and s¡(x, y, b) given by

s,(x, y, b)+ ;1F(y-bx+(b-B)x¡) (2.18)

1lì
r"t*, v,b)*:ìf(y-bx+(b-p)x¡). (2.1e)

'We define

,o(1)(", y, u> $"t-, r, o,*:å,*,-")fi)1y-bx+(b-B)x¡ ) (2.20)
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so(l)(*, y, ol= 
$otX*, 

r, ul{r!¡x¡-.)f(y-bx+(b-B)x¡) . (2.21)

For any reai number b (lbl<1) we now consider the functions Iri(b) an¿ fi(t\U¡ Aenned

by

üG)+Ë¡"'#H#
and

ç¡tt\u¡ =-4ofiru). (2.23)

The functions sn, so(1) aod S¡(1) given in (2.1g), (2.20) and (2.21) become special cases

of the functions ko(t), =0, I when the sequences { c¡ } are suitably chosen. These relations

a¡e summarized in the following tabie

Tabte 2.2:Relations urnong kn(t) and the components of Iì(b)

c¡fi. XÅ. XZ. ...)

, kn(t)ax. Y-bx. b-ßl 1 x."x

0 kn(X, Y-bX, b-P) sn(X, Y, b) 5o(t)1x, v, u¡

tn(1)1x, v-ux, t-p; 5n(i)1x, y, b¡

From læmma 2.4 we obtai¡ the foliowing iemma on the convergence of Ç(b) to tä(b) and

orro,{1)6¡ to rj(1\u;.

Lemma 2.5. Under Conditions 2.1-,2.4,2.5,2,6 and 2.7 for every e>0

(a) 
"$_P{¡61þft11h0)-ü(b)Þe}=0

(2.22)



(b) JSLP{b:ËÈ1lt",(t\6¡ - ¡fi{i)6;t>e1=0'

Pfsaf. We outline the proof of part (a). The proof of part (b) is similar but slightly longer

and we omit iL

Now,

rtlËP=r 
t'tul-råoll

< 
¡51þF<r f .itv"<tr1x,, -do, b¡-so(l)çK¡, -dn, b¡l

*¡6ifiP<r f .Ë,ts"{r)txi, -a", ult

* 
¡6ÌþP<r f itv"rtrç", dn, b)-so(l\xi, do' b)l

*¡6-'fiP<r I its"{1)1xi, ao, u¡t

*¡6iþËr *,Ë¡r"rxJlø' '" 
o'- ïjlli'jiti''

Suppose e is an arbitrary small positive number. lVe have

1rl
rt 

,6liP<r f .¿tv"{tl1xt, do, b1-sn(1)i¡', dn, b)l>e}

< "r t ,61þP<r 
lYo(l)qxt, do, b¡-so(l)1¡t, do, b)l>eÌ.

Using the relations between the functions Yn(l), 5o(1) and h¡, ko from tables 2.1 and 2.2

we get

rulËl=, 
lv"r1løi' d¡' b¡-so(i)6i' dn' b)l

=UTP.i lhoixi, dn-bx¡, b-p)-kn(Xi, d¡-bX¡, b-p)l



< 
tsilPl 

lhn(Xi, z, s)-kn(Xi, z, s)1.

lzl3da+Y

Hence,

m et,6iþlsr tf .Ë.v"44x,, dn, b)-sn(l\xi, do, b)l)>el

< $-f { l3ìär 
lholx¡, z, s)-kn(Xi, z, s)l>e}=Q, by Lemma 2.4.

lzl<do+y

Next, we have with probability one

1lÌ I lln

mlËl=l ñ åls"tt)(X¡, 
dn, o)ltæo>,rlro:68,f(do-bxi+(b-p)xi)'

Since for ali i, ¡ =i, 2, ..., n

P{"t$l* 
r¡lËLrf(dn-bxi+G-Þ)xj) }=0}=i,

we conclude that

1Il
p{j$l_ 

ulËl=rñ i_]s",,)(x', 
dn, b)r=0}=1.

(2.24)

It now suffices to show that for every e>0

;*"e{,61fip<rr"rvr$ffi - *Hffi}t'u¡=o.
To complete the proof we recall the relations between the functions s¡, so(l), Vo, Vo(l)

with the functions ko, ko(l), hn, hn(1) as in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 above and we show that for

every >0



< tn nP{,,ì?T l'*läi';1i' +#f#l',¡=0.
lzlSdn+Y

tr 
¡rìåpi 

lh¡(X¡, z, s)-kn(Xi, z, s)lce¡,

lzl<d¡+1

tsìtl hn(1)6i, z, s)-ko(1)1¡t, z, s)lce¡,

lzlld¡+Y

,,ìtt t*:åf,*'"¡rr-'.*¡å ,Ì¿1 reb
lzlld¡+y lzlSd¡+1

IH(d¡+y+1),

and nL¡& en { H(do+1+ 1 ) } =0' then for sufficiently large n

",,. rhn(i)(xr, z, s) kn(l)(xi, z, s)

lsiil r-EoG, Z,l)- - T.CK-I, z, s)-
lzlSdn+1

. .uo ¡hn(1)(xi, z, s)-kn(1)(xi, z, s)¡
=t;Ë'1 'W'

lzlSd¡+y

. .,,. lho(1)(xi, z, s)llhn(X¡, z, s)-kn(Xi, z, s)l*lJll'r@
lzl<dn+y

<Cen{ H(dn+T+ 1) }2,

where C is a positive constant.
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If we defi¡e e'= ---j-- - ' then" C{H(dn+T+l) }z

og eo{H(do+y+ 1) i ="ry-õG(dhlD =0.

Hence, for all sufficiently iarge n,

'{,.ìll 4#i# o"{iffit"'
lzlflotl

. t{ ;,Ë, li,n(xi, 
", 

s) - k¡(x¡ 
", Ol>¿*6fuç}

lzl<dn+,y

* p{ 
rjluå 

lno(l)ç¡, z, s) - ko(1)1¡,, r, Olt¿ffiç}
lzl<d¡+y

The proof is now completed by application of Lemma 2.4 and the hypothesis.

2.3

Regression

lVe fust prove the following lemmæ:

Lemma 2.6. Under Conditions 2.2 and 2.3 we have

(.)" {rlffË#}=0, r=0, 1,2, ...

ttlE {xl##}=o, r=0, 1, 2, ...

(c) p {xf I 
rG\viÊÐ1zi=J(ÐE(xÐ, 

r:0, 1, 2, ...
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Proof. We note that by Lemma 2.3, the conditionai density function of Z.=Yt-p¡t tiutn

Xi is f. This implies that

,, fÐGi-pXi), 
X¡ Ì=0 a.e, r=1, 2.' f(Y¡Px)

and

"1 
¡l1\Y':ÊIù l2l x¡ y=¡19 

"..." f(Yi-ßXJ

Hence the lemma.

Lemma 2.7 . Under Conditions 2.2 and 2.3

(a) Lå(F)=op(i)

o) LÄ(1\B)=-o2¡(r)+op(1).

P¡oqg. (a) Define

" 1 I f(l)(Yi_pxt.r;t'.- L--(xn-Xi).,. n i]i fürÊXÐ

; 1 .l f(l)Gi-Êxt 1 .1_. fll)(Yi-pxi)
=^"ñ iir rrvi-Px,l 

- n iît rüi-PÐ '

By Khinrchine's theorem (see e.g. Rao, 1973, p. 112) we have

[n={E(xi)+op(1) } i op(1) }-op(1)=op(1).

Now, EII;(p)-qnl

** å'"4ffi3i"-x, . * Ë,,#H30"-*,'

sl*år"sr-r#W,&-",'l
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s11 $u"ry,l-réltY¡:Êðùriltn.¿in\¡v '' rürpxrl ,

-d.+Y
< f ßt)1"¡tø+ i rit)12¡toz.

dn-T

By Condition 2.3 the right hand side of the above inequality tends to zero as n tends to

infinity. Therefore, using the above computations, we get

Lå(P)= 6n+oe(1)=op(i)+op(1 )=op(1).

(b) Detue

..-=! $¡ r(2)si-PxJ1 
{1¡,-x¡z -'1il!"JïÐrziio-x¡zi'rn-ni=¿lt fG¡Fxil n¡lf"t"t. fly¡Bx¡ '"^

1 {*,2, f2)üi-þxJ, -! *.,.21 
n í2\vi-Êxi)

-nil'iì fGi-ÞXÐ ' 'ni!'t':n ií rG¡BxÐ

. 2x" iå,+'ff# r xaf ii{ffir,

* j¡rtffifl r + zxn'å å"¡ ffi#,.
By repeaæd applications of Khintchine's ttreorem in conjuction wittr results of Lemma 2.6,

wo get

Î'tn= op(l)+ {E(x?)+op(l) }{op(1)} - 2{E(x1)+op(l) }{ op(1) }

- 1eft 1)+op(1 ) ) 
z{ i(f.¡+op(l ) } - { ECX?)J(Ð+op( 1) }

+2{E(x1)+op(1) ¡ {efi 1)J(f)+op(1) }
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= -o2J(Ð+op(1).

Now,

srräo\F)-nol

c 1 ] Ë rrail- t, ffi .,-]l!lì]l@r,""u*,,,a Ì

-dn+ï -dn+T 
oo

< Jtft)1,¡ø,+ !va)ç"lta,* IWo,. lWo,.
. 

dn-T dn-y

By Conditions 2.2 and 2.3 the right hand side of this inequality tends to zero as n tends to

infinity. Hence, using the above computations, we get

ü(1)(B)=to +op(1) = -o2l(fl+on(1).

Lemma 2.8 . Let {Ai, i=I,2, ...1 be a sequence of events such that P(A)=l for each i,

then P( ñ,1¡=1.

Proof. The proof is obvious.

Lemma 2.9. Under Conditions 2.1 and 2.4 there exists a Positive constant C' not

depending on n such that

p{ ü(1\b) - r;(1)(p)t<2c'tb-BtlH(dn+y+2)14 } = I

for ali lb-Bl<1.

Proof. We fust noæ that

1ll

rriåå" {i ;lf(t-¡x+(b-Ê)xj)}-1
Olx, xl, x2, ..., xn(l
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.l* sup 1

- n¡3t lvl<ôn f(Y-bx+(b-P)x¡)
O<x, x¡<l
h-pl<1

SI(dn+T+2).

Then, with probabiÏty one, we have

H(1)0) - r;G)<Olr< f .iOrin+Øi¡),

where

e'o=roc,ffi*,1# j#**t
qr,"= I"1villffiffi ¡z - 11illlër'r:iÐ,2¡.

With probability one, we have for lb-Bl<l and for any i,

Qri¡<{H(dn+T+2)}, lvrtåån 
ls¡(X¡, y, p¡sn(z)1x¡, y, b)-sn(2)1¡i, y, Ê)sn(Xi, y, b)l

<{H(dn+T+2)}2 
ly.Ëå" {t."txi, y, p)llso(2)6i, y, b)-sn(2)(xi, y, Ê)l

+lso(2)ç¡., y, p)llsn(X¡, y, b)-s¡(X¡, y, p)l)

<M{H(dn+y+2)}rtrll["{trn{'l{xt, y, b)-sn(2)1¡¡, y, Ê)l+lsn(Xi, y, b)-sn(Xi, y, B)l}

<C1{H(dn+y+2) }2 lb-Bl,

where C1 is a positive constant. Similæiy, with probability one, we have for lb-pl<1 and

for any i,

Q2¡<{H(d¡+y+2)}4 tyìlpd"l{sn(x¡, 
y, p¡sn(t)1x1, y, U¡¡z



-i*(t)6i, y, p)sn(Xi, y, b))21

<{H(d¡+p2) }aM2rrì$o[l { ro(l){Xt, y, b) }2 - 1 5o(1)iXi, y, p¡ }2t

+l{s¡(X¡, y, b)}2 -{so(Xi, y, p)}2ll

<Cz{H(dn+y+2) }4 lb-pl,

where C2 is a positive constant.

Defi¡e C'=max(C1, C2). Hence for lb-Bl<l

n1 rÇt1\u¡ - 4{t)1p¡r<zC,tb-BttH(dn+1+2)l+ }

*{*,ËÍq,"*ø¡)<2c'tb-BrtH(d ¡u4+2)ta I

>P{ Q1¡<C'lb- BllH(do+T+2)12, Øin<C'lb-0ltH(dn+y+2)14, i= 1, 2, ..., n }= 1,

by Lemma 2.8.

Lemma 2.10. Under Conditions 2.i and 2.4, for æbinary 0<ô<1, there exist a positive

constånt C not depending on n such that

e{n+rzslllBr<o rr,ä(1)(¡l - çtt)1p¡r<cô}=l

P&AI. l-et C' be a constant for which Lemma 2.9 holds and define C=2C'. Let {by} be a

sequence of rational numbers such tlat

{ H(dn+T+2) }4lbv-Bl=n4l251h-pl<ô.

Since Ç(1)6¡ is a continuous function in b for every sampie sequence, it follows from

Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 that

3i



r{n+nslfilpr<o ¡4{t\u¡ - 4{t)1p¡t<co1

= r{o+nslllpr<ô 
.b r.tionurlt(tlt6¡ 

- ü{t)1p¡t<co}

>p{Lå(l)(h) - r;(1)(p)t<2c'tn(do+y+2)14 t\-pl, v=i, 2, ...}

=1.

I-nmma 2.11. Under Conditions 2.1 and 2.4,1f {þî]r is a sequence of random variables

such thar n425(B.B) =op(l), then

4{t)6o¡=qti)1B)+op(1).

Proof. The proof follows at once from læmma 2.10 and the hypottresis.

Lemma 2.12. Under Conditions 2.1,2.4,2.5, 2.6 ø¡d 2.7, if {Ên} is a sequence of

random variables such that fo-p =op(l), then

¡o{t\po¡=rf{t)çB;+op(1).

hg[. We have for any e>0

,I5o_p { r,(1\P"l-t;{t)1B¡ t<e }

>#jgp { Irr,(1)(pil-r.ã(1)(pn)r<elntrþ"-Ê r<il }

=;*rt !oifi Ër 
t6{t)ç¡-çi{t)6n)l<elôtlh-pl<11 )

=1, by f¿mma 2.5(b) and the hypothesis.

Lemma 2.13. Under Conditions A.2, tf { Sn i is a sequence of random variables such that

n4l2sGn-P) =op(i), then



r'(1)(PJ =-o2J(Ð+op(i).

Eæql. The proof follows at once since

6{t\6¡=¡¡{t)¡pJ+op(1), bv I-emma 2't2

,

=-o2J(Ð+op(1)+op(1), bv l.fJmma 2.7

=-o2J(Ð+op(1).

From (2.10) we get

.n râ"-pl= fi rr"-prú#P

' *rs.-sr*ú!{pÈg$p)]l11\uiJ. e.zs), 
_ I r¡ \urr t,./ , _fr(l)($il

. where lbi,-91< l5o-01. Since 6n-B=On('-å,we conclude ttrat

l

¡ 
"¿/2sb;-pt 

< n4l2slõn-Bt=oP(1).

. "ence, 
by Lemma2.13,

-r,(1)(uJ=o2¡(Ð+op(t) (2.26)

. and

; r'(l)(6J=o2¡(Ð+op(t). (2.27)

i
i, Using the results (2.26) nd (2.27) ln (2.25), we get

c ro"-o,=ffi + r/n (6o-Þx1 ffi,
JJ



fir,n1p¡
Op(t)op(1)

o2J(Ð+op(i)

_ fir4(p) _=;¡ffi+ oo(1). (2'28')

It is now clear from (2.28) that the iarge sample distribution of./n tû"-F) depends on the

iarge sample disribution of 16 tnG).

In the remaining part of this section we represent fi I-(Þ) as the sum of a function of a

one sample U-statistic and a random variable which converges in probabiÏry to zero. We

therefore fust study the asymptotic properties of a one sample U-søtistic.

For each n let g¡((x1, zt), ..., (xt, z¡)) be a Borel measurable function of r real vector

variables (xt, zù, (xz, zù, ..., (xt, z¡), where r is a given positive inæger less than or

equal to n.

We define

Uo((Xi, Zt), ..., (X1",al> 
frpe"t<Xit,Zit),..., 

(xi,, zi,)), (2.29)

where
n!

nG)= GÐT and the summation I is over all pelmutations (ii, ..., ir) of r distinct

irtegers selected from (1, 2, ..., n). Let us define for each n another Borel measurable

tunction gf((xr, zr), ..., (x¡, zr)) defined by

cf((xl, z1), ..., (xr, z.))

=lps"tt*,,, zi1), ..., (x¡,, z¡,)),

where the summation I is over all permutations (i1, ..., ir) of the integers (1, 2, ..., r).
P

The ra¡dom variable Un((Xr, Zù, .., (X", Zn)) defi¡ed by (2.29) can be written as

Un((Xr, Zù, ..., (Xn,Zà)

(2.30)
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=f,¿ri,,*',' 7n), ..., (xi,zù), (2.31)

wtrere (|)= ;fh *O the summation 
! 

extends over ali combinations (i1, ..., ir) of r

distinct inægers chosen from (1, 2, ..., n).

ln the following we shall write Uo for Uo((X1, Zt), ..., (Xn, hD. The statistic Un

defined by (2.29) is cailed a one-sample U-statistic fi¡st studied by Hoeffding (1948),

where the function g¡ does not depend on n.

In the following we adopt the notation as used by Fraser (1957) but keep i¡ mind the

dependence of each expression on n.

Let us assume that etgfi((Xr, Zù, .-, (Xr,ft))lz erists for sach n. This implies that

Ekf((Xl, Zù, .*,(ãr,4))l also exists for each n and put

0n=E[gfi((x1, zù, ..., (x"4Ð].

We then have

Elunl= en.

We define

(2.32)

(2.33)

hn((xr, zl), ..., (xn zò)= gfr((xl, zr), ..., (x., a))-On Q.34)

and for each c=0, 1, ..., r let h¡,ç((x1, zt), ..., (xc, z.)) be the conditional expectation of

hn((Xr, Zr), ..., (){.r, 7,)) given (X1, Z)=(x1, zr), ..., Gc, Z")=(xç, zs).

Since the random variables under consideration a¡e all independent" we have

ho,c((xr, zù, ..., (xc, zò)

=Elhn((xt, zt), ..., (xc, zc)' (Xc+i, Zc+t), .'.,6" 4))1. (2.35)

We define

(n,s=E[h¡,ç((X1, Zì, ..., (Xc, Zò) ]2.

35
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Then

(n,o =0

and

(2.37)

çn,r=varlcå((x1 ,zù, ..., (xr,4Ð1. (2.38)

'We assume the following:

Condition 8.1: Lr= Iim (" r exists.

1ll
egditioq-B2: * Iho.r((Xi, ZJ) converges in distribution to a normal random vâriable

1n i=l

with mean 0 zind variance (1.

The asymptotic distribution of U¡ when g¡ does not depend on n was obtained by

Hoeffding (1948). The foilowing result on the asymptotic distribution of Un when the

kernei g¡ depends on n is a direct generalization of Hoeffding's result and its proof is

omiued.

Lemma 2.14. (a) If Condition 8.1 holds, and if for all c with the exception of c=1,

(n,c=o(nc-1), then

var¡fiUil=¡2çtas11¡.

(b) If further, (1>0 and Condition 8.2 holds, then fi(Un-0il converges in distribution to

a norrnal random va¡iable with mean 0 and variance r2(1.

We now consider a one sample U-statistic Uo((Xt, Zù, ,.., (X", Zil) with r=3 and

defined by

Un((Xr, Zr), ..., (Xn, ã))

1n
= nG-lmuti+jlue="{txr k)' 6:'\)' (xu'zù)' (2'3e)

where

gn((xr, zr), (xz,zz), @t,zù)
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J',Fr-a\
=ro(zr+Êxr)ffi fuotffitz-{#f ,

-'t"r-', r;þ(S#2) - or-.'tjpffi)

=Ion((xr, z1), (x2, z), (xg, za))+Irn((xt ' zù' (xz, zù' (xz' zù)

- Izn((xl, z1), (x2, z), (xs, zù),

where

Ion((xr, zl), (xz, zù, (xz, zs))

l-^¡"t-'21

=I"(21+Bx1)ffiþotffitz-tt#t e.41)

(2.40)

Iin((xr, zr), (x2, z), (4, 4))

{'*ilfo(4+l2)
and

i' bn((xl, zr), $2, zù, (xz, zù)

=rva-¡ç1)j{l ry | (2'43),'--,.1)-1tfü:Prl:2^ I4n\ an )

' As exptained before we can always wriæ Un((Xr, Zù, ...,Qd¡o, Zt)) in terms of the

I random variables g$ (x¡ zò, (x:, 4), (Xv, Zù), i, j, k=1, 2, ..., n, i+j+k
:

where
.

*,-gí((xr, zl), g7 zù, (ry, zù)



= |te"((xr, z1), (x2, z2), (xg, zg))+g'((xr, z), (4,4), @2, zù)

+Bn((xz, z2), (x¡, z), (x¡, z¡))+gn((xz, z2), (4, 4), (xr, zr))

+gn((x¡, 4), (x1, z), (xz, zù)+Eo(Gt, 4), (x2, z), (xr, zr))1. (2.44)

Hence

u,=+ Lefrttx,, zi), (xt,z3), (xu,zuÐ. e.4s)
tä) i<<j<k<n

We now prôve a lernma:

Lemma 2.i5. Under Conditions 2.I,2.4,2.5 nd 2,6, if 0Sxt, xz, x3<1, then

lEsn((xr, Zù, (xz, Zù, (xz, zt) l=Olaf +aã { H(dn+T) } l.

Proof. By Fubini's theorem (see e.g. Loeve, i963, p. 136) and Lemma 2.1

Elgo((xr, Zù, (xz,Zù, (xz,Zs))l

=(x2-x1) { f(d¡-pxr)+o(aã) } -(xz-xr) { f(dn-9xr)+o(aã) }

dn-ßx,

* 
--i*lorlr 

Jr(r\21-aou;q(u)aot tz - ffi(óta"r-dn-Bx, -oo

=(x¡x1) { f(d¡-px1)+O(af ) }-(x2-xr) { f(dn-Êxr)+O(aÐ }

dn-Bxt

+ i(xz-xr){f(1)121¡+afrn(zf }{r * ffilarr, e.46)
-dn-Px,

where
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Kn(21)J4r Ju4f5)121-o,aou)Q(u)du, 0<c¿<1.

'We noæ that

dn-ßx,

_."_l'$r-.,ltttt¡zrl 
t ffi øi=otal{H(dn+Y) }l'

Also, we have by inærchanging the order of integration,

dn-Px, , ""
I J Ju+fls)1zi-aaou¡0(u)du dzrl
-dn-Pxt -."

=l- ffl4)(dn-Px1-oaou¡ 
- f(4)çd¡-px1-s¿nu)lu4Q(u)dul<"".

The proof now follows from the above computations.

Corollary. Under the conditions of Lemma 2.15

lEgn(CXr, zù, (xz, Zò, {J¡\2, z3)l=O¡af+af { H(dn+T) }1.

Lemma 2.16. Under Conditions 2.1, 2.4, 2.5 an'd 2.6

on=otaf+af { H(do+y) }1.

!¡ggjl. The proof follows from the corollary of læmma 2.15 and the definition of 0¡¡.

Corolla¡,v. If further, Condition 2.7 is satisfied, then

{nOo=o(1)'
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Lnmma 2.1.7 . Under Conditions 2.1, 2.4, 2.5 nd 2.6, for arbitrary real number z1 and

real numbers x¡ with 03¡11, i=1,2,3, there exists a positive constant C independent of

xt, x2, x3 and z1 such that the following are true:

(a) lEtlon((xi, zi, @z,zù, (xt,Zù)l-1n@t+Bxr)ffi (xz-xr)l

< CtaÍ{ H(dn+y) }+af 1 ulan+1¡ 121

(b) lEtlon((x r, zt), o.2, n), r-2, zz))t - (.r-. Ð { #(q{@^" ) - At(A**)'

s c taÍ{H(dn+T)}l

(c) lE[on((xr, Zù, (xz,Zù, (xz, zù)] - 2(xz-xù'.f(dn-Þxr)-fGdn-Êxr)i

dn-Px,

, . ,1 ffl)lu). ¡+(x2-x1){^ I ¡/flr {41¿u}l<c [a*{H(dn+r)il.ln / r\u,/ \ 4n /
-dn-Bx,

(d) lEtlrn((xr, zt), Gz,Zò, (xe, z¡))l-(xz-xrXGdn-Pxi)l <Caã

(e) lEllzn((xr, zù, (xz,Zù, (x3, z3))l-(x2-x1)f(dn-Bx1)l scal.

Pfoof. We shall prove three of the above staûements. The remaining statements can be

similarly proved.

(a) By Fubini's theorem and Lemma 2.1, we have

E[oo((xr, z), (x2, Z), (xz, Zù)]

1 . tzt-Zzl

=ptto(z r +Þx r )W 
þt<r> ffitz 

*r\F',,
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=lo(zr+F"r)W{lr\zr)+o(af)} { t * ffi f .

The proof of part (a) now follows from (2.47).

(b) By Fubini's theorem and I-r.;mmz?.lwe have

Ellon((xr, Zù, (xz, m), $2, Zù)l

7 ,/Zt-Zz:,

=Btr'ø1+þxùffi footff)rz 
*hriî',,

do-ßx.

=o"-*li"'#"'Ë)"*ffitou

(2.47)

1.r-",[*å(@s," ) fofJ*-lit*')+oral{H(dn+T)}1. e.a8)

The proof of part (b) now follows from (2.48).

(e) By Lemma 2.1, we have

E|Izo((xr, zù, (x2,7¿), (x¡, z¡))]

=srr".'rrfo(tu*Z)

=(x2-x1)f(dn-px1)+O(aå). (2.49)

The proof of part (e) now follows from (2.49).

rüe define E(X1)=m.

For each n we define the functions U¡¡(x, z), i=1, 2 and rn(z) by

U1¡(x, z)=Io(¿aBÐH
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dn-Bx,

. ffll)rui tu2¡g,z)= J*-fi*6¡"
-dn-Bxt

and

rn(z)=Ei (X1-E(x1))u2¡(x1, z) )'

Clearly, o$¡Urntx, z)=ff for atl 0<x<1 and -oo<zcoo.

Lemma 2.18. Under Condition s2.1,2.4,2.5 and 2..6,for arbitrary real number z and fo¡

real number i 0lx<1,

11
lho,1 (x, z)+f x-E(x))U rn(x, z) +!¡n@)l

<ctaÍ{ H(dn+g i+af 1 Hlao+y¡ ¡21.

Proof. Using Lemmæ 2.16 al:,d2.77 we obtatn

I Ehn ((x, z), (xz, Zz), g3, ft)) QQx-x2-x 3 ) U 1 ¡ (x, z) +tg2-4)IJ 2ag2, z)

1

{x3-x)U2¡(x3, z)l <Cta*{H(dn+9}+afl{n1cn+y¡}21, (2.50)

where C is a positive constant independent of x, x2, x3 and z. In (2.50) taking

expect¿tions with respect to X2 and X3 we have the desi¡ed conclusion.

Lemma 2.i9. Under Conditions2.7,2.4 and 2.6, there exists a constant C independent of

n such that

dn-Þx-z

l1\z-r 
âo

luzn$, ) -ffi Jo(r)drl <can{H(dD+T)}2
. '' -dn-0x-z



for all 0311 and -o"<z<"o such that -d¡<z+Bxcd¡.

hg[. We have

dn-Pxt

tJ2ag,z¡=L 1H*Ë)"
'dn-Bxt

pu11=!!- Th"n

à
tr

^ lfi)(z+a"Ðr,rro,uzn\x.,2)= )_{íuî.aÃ
-dn-Þx-z

âo

dn-Fx-z

âo0

= Jtffi *t,)4, * _."_fffi Q{,r.,

%

Now, expanding ffi*oun dz,weget

dn-Þx-z dn-Êx-z
âo qt

/ffitr*# /ot'ro'

dn-Þx-z

ân

*ân ir{?g1q"Ð {ry!+4}2lro(r)dl (2.s1)'^ l' f(z+0ant) ' f(z+0aot)
6



where 0<e<1. Since O<t<@u , 0<0<1, and -dn<z+Bx<do we have

-d¡-pxcz+0a¡t<da-Px.

Hence the second tenn in the right hand side of (2.5i) is less than Can{H(dn+Y)}2, where

C is a positive constånt. It can be shown in a similar man¡er that

0o
, fffiqt,to,-ffi . Jotoo,l<catr{H(dD+y)}2,
-dn-Px-z -on-Px-z

where C is a'positive constant. The desired conclusion now follows from the above

computations.

Corollary. Under Condition s 2.1,2.4,2.6 aú2;7

,,$-uznl*, ,)=ffi ro, au 0lx<1 and -oo<z<oô.

The proof follows irnmediaæly from Lemma 2.19, since for any z and x, where

-""<z<". and 03<1, n can be chosen sufficiently large to satisfy the condition

-docz+px<do and the limis of integrarion in remma 2.19 ff ano 
-Af;g 

approactr

-¡"" mi -." ¡sspectively as n tends to infinity.

Lemma 2.20. Under Conditions 2.1,, 2.4, 2.6 nd 2.7

o$to(,)=O for all -'"<z<""'

Proof. Suppose z=zo, where -o"<zo<oo . By Lemma 2.19 and its Corollary

o{g{(x-m)Uzn(x, zo)}=(x-m)ffi for all 0lxl1

and

àn%
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l(x-m)Uzn(x, zo)l<Clffit+f <"" for all OlxSi and for sufficiently large n. By an

appäcation of Lebesgue domi¡aæd convergence theorem (see e.g. Loeve, 1963, p. 125),

we get

o$to(,0)=o$E{ (Xt-m)uzn(Xt, zo) }

=EtGr-.)Hl=o

I-nmma 2.21. Under Conditions 2,L, 2.2,2.3, 2.4,2.6 nd 2.7

ralJgg(",r='þ¡to

(b) JjjLEtfi r-m1ffi",,1x1, zt¡t= - äeXtt
1ll

(") 
G )rtt",ltXt, 21) converges in distribution to a norrnal random variable with mean 0

and variance þ'rrr.
Proof. (a) Using Lemmæ 2.18 , 2.19 and 2.20 , we fust note that for all suffrcientþ large

n, lh¡,1(x, z)12 is bounded above bv {Clffil+I iz ¡o, * O=".i and for all

-æ<z<@, where C is a positive constânt. We then noæ that

jg-{ho,r(x, z1¡z=$çx-n1ztffil'. Q.s3)

By an application of læbesgue dominated convergence theorem, we get

,S(n, r=n$E {hn J(Xt, Zù P

(2.s2)

Jçtør^tzffitz

1 ^__-=qoatrl
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which completes the proof of part (a) of the lemma.

(b) As in part (a), using Lemmas 2.18,2.I9 and,2.20, we not€ that for all sufficiently large

n,

t{x-m)ff fro,r(x, z)l is bounded above by

Cf ffifz * f 
ffif;f for all 0lxll and for all -co(Z(æ, where C is a positive

constanL We then noüs that

"g{G-ml@r,¡n,1(x,z)}=-þ-'l'fffift 
(2.5s)

By an application of lrbesgue dominated convergence theorem, we get

"r¡ge{1xr--)@r(21)hn,1(x1'21)}=5¡-l<x'-^l'1ffi 
¡'1

= - Lzrrn.J"

(c) We have

Etf Ër,",r{xr, 
"+,t=,3o, 

i-^)WtØ) l2

=ef 3r* r <x,, o¡, * $eç!å o'r^)MtØ) t,

* 3 t* ,å"*"' tffin',r1x,,471

=ço,1+þr1q *2rø1ør-^¡ffih¡,1(x1,Zi)). (2.s7)

Using the results in part (a) and part (b), we get

(2.56)
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"4-tt#,þ",'r*'''Ð* -þ"*rffi '

#rnn #tnn -'*.rr<n =0.

We conciude that

I n r !r__ .lÐ(L\
1;.>¡"'rixr' 4=-ç".xr3:ërm)ffi+op(1)' (2'se)

An application of cental limit theorcm compietres the proof.

Lemma 2.22. Under Conditions 2.I,2,4,2.5,2.6 and 2.7

Ç","=g çi23 tzs¡ for c=2, 3.

Proof. By direct computation it can be shown that for all 03i<1 and for all -oo1zi16,

i=1,2,3

sn((xr,zr), @z,n),62,r¡¡=o{¡Hlan+Y)}21' (2.60)
4n

Hence

ho,c((xr, zt), ..., (u,""¡¡=o¡{1u10"+v¡¡21 Q.61)
an

for c=7,2,3. This implies that

(n.c=E{ hn.c((Xt, Zù,',., (X", Z"))}2

(2.s8)

=otrt{ntoo+rtt4J

=o6Bn\.
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Lemma 2.23. Under Conditions 4.2, fiUn converges in distribution to a normal random

variable wittr mean 0 and variance o2J(f1.

Proof. By læmmas 2.21 nd 2.22, the hypotheses of Lemma 2.14 are satisfied. Hence,

fiOo-0J converges in distibution to a nonnal random va¡iable with mean 0 and variance

9Çf . By Corollary of temma 2.16 and pa¡t (a) of I'emma221the proof now foilows.

We note that

r,@l{Ërr"<vt#H#+ vo(1)1x¡, -do, p¡ - wo(r)1xi, dn, Ê) l. (2.63)

We define another random variable by

Vn=Vn((Xt, Yr)' '..' (Xo' Yo))

=-L +rr.ry,ÈJl)(x! r! p). 
1r- vn(xi, Yi, Þ))

ni-J '' " f(YrFxil fGrÞxÐ

+ yo(l)1x., -ao, B¡ - vo(1)1ai, do, F) l.

.,.Vn(l)(Xi, Yi, Ê) {Vn(Xi, Yi. Þ)-f(Yi-ÊXi)}2
''T"eq, Yi, p) {f(Y'pÐP 

--

Lnmma 2.24. Under Conditions 4.2, for every e>0,

,I¡!LPt{ãlUtFl-vn l>el=0.

P¡gof. We proceed aiong the lire of proof of part (a) of Lemma 2.5. In view of relation

(2.65) and relations between the functions s¡, sr(l), Vo, Vo(l) with the functions ko, ko(1),

hu, hn(l) æ i¡dicated i¡ Tables 2.1 and,2.2 it suffices to show that

0) lU2[n U4{ h Xi. z. 0

Consider

t'(F)-Vn

1lì
=i'ìT"

(2.64)

(2.6s)

lhn(Xi, z, 0
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No*,f trrlåf*y 
ho(1)6', 2,0) - kn(l)(xi, z, 0)l<1,

lzl:äl+ï 
lho(Xi' z' o) - kn(Xi' z' o)lcen'

ralåf*rff<rro"*o

and

-lin enH(do+Y)=0,

(1)(x

Ihn(Xi, z, 0)l

<Cen{H(dn+y)}3/2n1l4, (2.66)

where C is a positive constalt.

The proof can now be compleæd in a simila¡ manner æ in pa¡t (a) of Lemma 2.5 and using

the results in Lemma 2.4.

We define another random variable Wo=Wo((Xr, Yr), ..., (Xn, YJ) by

llln
wo=l[ lfs¡((xi,z¡), (x¡z¡), (x¡ Z))+. L{_Ion((x¡,k), (x¡z¡), (x¡,4D

n, i=l i+j=l

+Ion((Xi, k\ ß¡,4), 6i,ft))+Is¡((Xi, n, ã'j,4\6¡4Dll, Q.67)

where 16 is as def,rned earlier. We have the following lemma on the random variable W¡:

Lemma2.25. Under Conditions 4.2

{-n}Vo=o'11¡'

Proof. We outline the proof. By definition we have



1n
-f^ )Is'((X1, 7"), (X¡7''), (Xi,Z'))=O (2.68)
nJI-' -1

and
,n

ìø. Ilon((,Ki, z"), (x¡k),6i,4Ð=0. (2.69)
¡¡ lÉJ=r

Using results in the proof of læmm a2.22, ittrnmediaæly follows that

1Iljn. I {_Io"((xi, z¡), (x:, 4), (Xi, zf )+I¡¡((x¡, zù, (xj, 4, (xJ, 4Ð }
¡-J- l

=ort;fu {H(dn+ï)}21

=Op(n-1/25)=op(1). (2.70)

This compleæs the proof of the lemma-

Lemma 2.26. Under Conditions 4.2, fiLn(p) converges in distribution to a normal

random va¡iable with mean 0 and variance o2J(f).

Proof. We define two random variables Ul¡ a¡d Uän by

Uin =Uio ((Xr, Yi), '.., (Xn, YJ)

1n
=-:"6-1x'ÈÐ,+ jlkgon(6i'4)'6¡'4\6v'z'*))\

and

ui,=uio ((xr, Yr), ..., (Xo, Yn))

1fl
= n 1n-¡. I- {f r 

" 
{ 6¡ z"), (x¡ z), (xu, zÐ) -Izn ( (Xi, zi), 6:, 4\ (xr, zI.) ) },

where I6,n, 11¡, and 12¡ are as defined i¡ (2.4D, Q.42) and (2.43) respectively.

Then, UTn +Ulo =go and it follows from a staight forward computation that
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(2.71)

Using the above resuits we have

{ nrrGl=fi vo+ op(7), bY Lemma 2.24

- 6 ¡ld$ay io+@n uin+lvol +op( 1 )

=ø r@{f4f un-uån } +O:Dn uänl +op( 1 ) +op( 1 ), by :-nmma 2,25

_ 2ln_1)-,* _

=./n[{ Un(l+o(I ))+:nz UäoJ+on(I)

2(n-1) Uãn . ,,,
=VnUn+r/nUn.o(1)+ff ffi + oe(t)

=Vnun+op(l).o(1)+2( 1+o( 1)).op( 1)+op(1)

=fiUn+op(l), bY I'emma 2'23.

Another application of Lenma2.23 compleæs the proof.

lVe now prove the main theorem of this chapûer.

Theorem 2.1. Under Conditions 4.2, the estimatÊ ôo is æymptotically normally

disributed with mean B and variance 1/{no2J(Ð}.

hsf. The proof follows at once from relation (2.28) in conjunction with Lemma 2.26.

2.4 Miscella¡eous Rema¡ks

(i) Choice of the sequence {d¡i.

The choice of the sequence {dn} requi¡es knowledge of the tails of the density function.

If the density function hæ flauer taiis than the sanda¡d normal probability density function,

then d¡ may be chosen to be equal rc ^lt|]" n) for sufficiently large n. The density
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functions which posses flatær tails tha¡ the standard normal density function include

among others the Cauchy density function, the mixture of the standard normal and the

Cauchy density functions, and the density function of the random va¡iable t with degrees of

freedom 1<v<"".

(ü) Estimation of J(Ð.

Following Bhattacharya (1967), we propose the following estimate of J(f) given by

Un

frn= ßr':ll(ul*J rn(xj
-d¡

The consistency of î(Ð can be proved in a simila¡ ma¡rner æ in Dmitriev and Taræenko

(r973)

(üi) La¡ge sampie tÊsts of hypotheses about p.

Suppose we want to test the null hypothesis H¡: B=po against the alærnative H¿: þBe.

We have shown that under H6, fi ôr-8") is asymptotically normally distribuæd with

mean 0 and variance Ll|1oz!(Ð}. Using a consistent estimate â of o and a consistent

esrimareî(Ð or¡(Ð, we now define the statistic Zn={n1 $)ftzè {ûo-Þoi which is

asymptotically distributed as a stândard normal random variable when Ho is true. fr can

bs used as a test statistic for æsting He against the a-lternative H¿ and the critical region

lz¡l>R-l(l-gt will have an approximate level of significance c for large n, where R is the

standard normal distribution function. ln a similar manner we can construct a læge sample

conJidence interval for the unknown siope B for a prescribed confidence coefficient. The

statistic Zn can also be used for æsting the hypothesis Ho: F<Þo (o, Ê>Fo) against H¿:

Þ>Fo (or Þ<Êo). It can be shown that the asymptotic efficiency (ARE) of these tests

relative to the test based on the maximum likelihood estimaæ is i.
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CHAPTERM

NONPARAMETRIC ESTIMATION OF TFIE HODGES-LEHMANN

FIJNCTIONAL

3.1 Infoduction

Suppose Xi, Xz, ..., Xo are independent and identicaily distribuæd random

variables with a pdf f(x). The usual kernel estimator of f(x) is fn(x) defined by

fr(r)= + Ë OÊë\ where Q is a probability density function and {ao} is a
llan i_1 \ an ,,J-¡ \

sequence of positive numbers converging to zero as n tends to infinity.

Bhatøcharyya and Roussas (1969) first considered the estimation of the functional

^(Ð= 
Jp(x)dx and have shown that undsr csrtain conditions

î^
the estimate Áa(fl= Jffi(x)dx is consistent for Á(Ð in the quadratic mean. ln this

dissertation *, .norlrnur, under some regularity conditions, the estimaæ Â¡(f) is

strongiy consistent and asymptotically normally distribuæd. We obtain an

expression for the smoothing parameter a¡ for which the mean square effor

E{^n(Ð-^(Ð}2 is mi¡imized and consider some applications of the asymptotic

results.

3.2 Strong Consistenc!, and As]¡mptotic Normalitv of Áolfl

We frst prove the following theorem:

Theorem 3. i. Suppose Q is a function of bounded variation wittr
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l

!
I

I

- 
Jt O<tlOt=O anA 

_ 
JtzQ1t¡Ot<.". Further, suppose that the fust two derivatives of f

exist and 12) is a bounded function. If the sequences {a¡} and {¡n} *, such that

n-.ln
ú'bn=o(l) and the infinite series l_exp(-ynafiffi) converges for every positive

n=1

value ofn then bn{An(Ð-Â(f)} converges to zero with probabiÏty one æ n tends to

infinity.

bÍ. The proof foilows at once from an obvious modification of theorem 2.5 in

Schusær (1969) and the following result:

bnr^n(Ð-^(Ðr = ¡"t Jr3(")¿* - Jrzl*¡a*l

=æ"r"Jr"t*l+<*li

Corollary 3.1. If a¡=¡-1/6 and bo=¡ô,0<ô<1/3, then bn lÂ¡(f)-Â(f)l converges ro

zero with probabilty one as n tends ûo infinity.

Remark. If Q is the standard noÍnal pdf, then the hypothesis of the above theorem

is satisfied.

lVe now list the conditions on f and Q for which the asymptotic normality of the

estimator proposed in this dissertation '¡¡ill be proved:

Condition (3.2a): fand its fi¡st three derivatives exist and are bounded.
oo

L -.
Condition (3.2b): j lfitt(x)ldx<o", i=2,3.

Condition (3.2c) : 0<É I = { 

_ 
JÉ(x)dx-¡- Jizlx¡ax1z 1 <"".

Condition (3.2d): 0(u) is bounded.
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Condition (3.2e): JuQ(u)du=0.
-oo

Condition (3.2f): 
J 
lulrQ(u)du<"".

In Condition (3.2c) the positiveness of(i can be verified using an application of

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.

We frst noæ that tlìe estimato¡ 
^n(f) 

can be expressed æ
nn

Áo(Ð= ) Ieo(Xi,Xi)
, i=lj=l

=rt-*lu"-;L Jorr,lo,,

where

c"c'"t=å_JorE;o<f,ia"

"=óå.È"to(X¡,X¡)

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

is a one sample U-statistic frst studied by Hoeffdhg (1948).

Thus the asymptotic distribution of Á¡(f) depends on that of Uo. We define

gr,n(xr)=ElgnCKl'X2)lX1 =x11

h¡(x1,x2)=g¡(x i,xz) -t'ln,

where 1n=E¡go1¡t,¡r¡

h 1,¡(x1 ) =E[þo([ t,Xz) lX I --x t ]

Er,o=sür?,n(xr)l

[¿o=e¡h3{xr,xz)J

p3=Elhr,n(Xr)13.



We prove the following lemmas:

Lemma 3.1. Under Conditions (3.2a), (3.2b), (3.2e) and (3.2Ð

no=^(Ð + an2 { jttOAl¿ti t Jrl*¡fl2)1*¡0" ¡ +o1al¡, (3.4)

where A(fl i, * ¿rln.¿ ¡rror".

P¡gg!. We havq using Fubini's theorem

tu=E{+ iot4. lotry^ l¿*r
tJ 4n glr

--
11

= J t JQ(tx(x-taildtJ'dx.

"**o,"lr(-:an) 
by Taylor's fonnula around x to the order of (t¿o)3 and using

the integral form of the remainder tôrm (see Singh, 1977) and Condition (3.2e) we

have
oo c * X-tân

n"= J trt*l+firzt6¡ le4çt¡dt| JQrt) J t'-,u"-,¡rf3)(z)dz dt]2dx
x

=i uor*úr*,r¡ ñroan-,-# ñrrn 
jr-rrnr)qx-tanu)du dt)2dx. (3.5)
rl

Expanding the integrand in (3.5) and using Conditions (3.2a), (3.2b) and (3.2Ð we

compleæ the proof of tïe lemma.

Corolla¡,r,3.i. Under the conditions of læmma 3.1

n1/2{E@J-^(Ð )=o@rrz4l¡. (3.6)

l-¿mma 3.2. U¡der Conditions (3.2a), (3.2b), (3.2d), (3.2e) and (3.2Ð



oo o'o oo

(i) g¡=4+2*t Jt Oftl¿rl I Jtzqx¡flz)(x)ox- I Jizl*¡o* I
-oo

. r_ Jrlx¡fz)qx¡oxll+o(a3l ß.7)

K2(ü) Ez"=_ - lí, (3.8), . r_/, An

where K is some constant and 1¡ is as defined earlier.

P¡sOf . (i) We have

gi,n(xr)=Elgn(xr,XÐl

=åi y,-*,q{a;rturo*ou

=- j 
_J 

0(w)0(t[(x1+aow-a¡t)dtdw

Hence
cô êo

n¡gf,o61¡¡= J f t j JQ(wl)Q(tr)f(x+anwr-antr)cltrdwrl

:

f tJ J Q(wz)Q(Ðf(x+anw2-a¡t2)dtzdwzl ]f(x)dx.

:----
Exparding f(x+a¡wi-a¡t1) and f(x+a¡w2-aat2) by Tayior's formula a¡ound x to the

, order of [an(wi-t1)]3 and [an(wz+z)]3 respectively, with the inægral form for the

remainder term and simplifying, we get
i-

: pte?,"(xr)l= J {tr{*)*u3ftr1*l Jthant



,3:: 1

-+ J J{wr+r)3Q 
(wi) O (tl ) J {i-ur)zfll){x+ao(wr-h)ur)durdwrdtrl--; -; d

. tfe)+a?f 2\Ð_ 
JpQ(r)dt

a- - I
-+ [ f(wz+z)30 rwzl Q (Ð | (1-uz)zfsl(x+ao(w2+2)u2)du2dw2dt2]l
"-:_: d

.f(x)dx

oo

= l91*¡a**2fi1 Jt Ot,lo,lt Jrzqx¡lz)1x¡ox¡+o1a3). (3.e)

, From (3.5) and (3.9), we get

:

, Er,o=Elh?,n(xr)l

:."

' =il+2a?I JrrOtrl¿,lt JPlx¡lz)1x¡ox

ioo

r JPt*)¿*l r Jr(x)r{z)(x)¿x¡+o(afi).

:

(ü) We have
:

:

Éz,n=ek?(xr,xz)l-q3
!

:

=ìllIJq(waJo(waJorw¡otff x(x1)r(x2)dxldx2durduz-î3
{-oo-"o----



1 oo oo oo oo a

=At ¡ ¡ 1Q(tr)0(tz)0(t:)0(12+4-Tùf(t4+!zan-t1aÐf(t4)dhdt2dt3dq-1ñ 
(3.10)

K^2
=l--rtn'4tr

where K is the muþie inægral in the right hand side of (3.10).

Iæmma 3.3. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.2

(i) J46r,"= Êr

(ii) Ëz,n=O(lian)
I

(1x),llspñ exrsts.

Proof. The proofs of part (i) and part (ü) follow directly from l-emma 3.2

(üi) We have

pl=Elgr,oCXr)-r1ol3

<Elgr,nër)Ê+3Blgr,n(Xr)l2hnl+3Elgr,n(Xr)llqnl2+lr1ol3.

Using Condition (3.2a) we conclude that

lg1,a(x1)l= I j j o(w)Q(tX(xl+aDw-ant)dtdwl is bounded, and hence Elg1,¡(X1)lr

* n** 
".,]r,l, 

r.

The results obtained in Lemma 3.3 enable us to use Hoeffding's (i948)

theorem on the asymptotic distribution of Uo and we have the following lemma:

Lemma 3.4. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.3, if o$anao="", then

var[n1/29o1=4q r +o(1). If further Ç1>0, then n1/2{Un-B(U¡)} converges in

distribution to a nonnai random variable with mean 0 and variance 4{1.
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Lemma 3.5. Under Conditions (3.2a) through (3.2f), if o$ana¡=." ¿¡16

oB**Í=0, then n1/2{ Un-^(f¡} converges in distribution to a normal random

va¡i¿ble rvith mean 0 and variance 4[1.

Proof. Using relation (3.4) we have

n1/2{ un-^(Ð i=n1/2{ un-E(uil } +{ E(uil-^(Ð) }

=nu2{ un-E(un) }+o(nvza?)

=n1/2{Uo-E(Uil}+o(1). (3.11)

The proof now follows from Lemma 3.4.

We now prove the mair theorem in this section.

Theorem 3.2. Under Conditions (3.2a) through (3.2f), if o$n-nal="" and

n1$*Í=0, then the estimate ¡"frl= Ët*l¿x is asymptotically normally

;
distribuæd with mean 

^(Ð= 
Jfzlx;Ox and va¡iance

-co

f = fr- 
jor'lox-¡ 

- 
Jrzlx;ax ¡21.

PrOg:[. Ushg relation (3.1) and the hypot]resis, we have

n1/2{^n(Ð-^(Ð ) =nvz1 1r-5u"+fr_ jru,*-o,n,

=1r-5ni/zpn-aro> ffi qfo Jqzlt¡a,

=nu2(Un-^(Ð)+o(1 )op(l)+o( l)+o,jr, o, *rr"r r.r .

Another application of læmma 3.5 completes the proof of the theorem.



Note: Schweder (1975) and Ahrnad (1976) have proved an identical theo¡em for
oo

the estimate Àro(Ð= Jfn(x)dFn(x), where F¡(x) is the empirical distribution

function.

3.3 Optimal choice of the smoothing parameær

In this section we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 3.3. Under Conditions (3.2a), (3.2b), (3.2d), (3.2e) and (3.2Ð in
<t2 3

section 3.2, if further jj4gnaí"=." and nBlnai=c, where c is a constånt not equai

to zero, then an expression for an that minimizes E{Ân(Ð-Â(Ð}2 is given by

( -ìuz\1t3*1*t.J

where

r.,= r 

_irot,la,t 
r 

-io,n',o,*,

xz= JÊant.

and

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

The smallest asymptotic mean squa:e enor is

min¿oE{Â¡(f)-ÁØ}z = kr. (3.is)

Proof. From (3.1) we have using Lemma 3.1

1¡nluc
E{ 

^n(Ð 
}=(1-;XÂ(fl +À1afi +o(af,) } +ffi

=41¡*1,1a"2+þo(a3), (3.16)

where 11 and À.2 æe æ defined in (3.13) and (3.14) respectively.
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Using forrnula (5.6) in Fraser (1957, p. 225) nd Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, we get

var{Âo(fl }=( 1-$2va¡(UJ

=1r -þr1fr r-f,r6r,"ffi 62,"r

=1 r -521 fu --1-_, ¡ ¡q1 +o(an2)ffi ro(þ+o(r )l ¡

a

= ftr+otþ+ot*-Lr.;. (3.17)

Hence, using the choice of a¡ as given in the hypothesis, we have

E{ Â¡-Â }2=v¿¡{trn(Ð i+{ EI^n(Ðl-^(Ð }2

= ft r <rr#ff l'. o$. o<I"r;+o laf ¡+o 1þ¡

=ftr*rrru3$lz*o<rtÊ^Þ¿z). (3.18)

The expression tn (3.12)is obtained by letting )tÅJ2.*=0. Substituting this

value of an in (3.18) and neglecting tenns of "higher order of small¡ess" gives the

expression for the minimum mean square enor in (3.15).

3.4 Some Applications

In this section we present two exarnples.

Example 3. LntX¡Xz,..., Xr* and YuYz,,.., Y¡* be independent random samples

from the probability density functions f and g respectively, where m¡+n¡=N for each N.

Suppose there exists a probability density function h and two real numbers 01 and 02 such

t¡at

f(x)=h(x-0il and g(x)=þ(¡-6r) (3.19)
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for all real numbers x. In such a case, the number 0=02-01 is said to be the shift between

the densities f and g. If h is unlnown, then the point estimator of 0 is given by

ê=median{Yi-Xi,i=1,2,...,mN, j=1,2,..., nN}. ß.20)

Suppose mN and nN tend to infinity in such a way that nLgL ffi =1,, 0<À<1. Then,

under some reguiarity conditions (see Hodges and Lehmann, i963), ê is asymptotically

norrnally distribuæd with mean 0 and variance 1t112ì\(1-ìùtjOOrOO'r. Hence, using

oô

a consistent estimate of J f21x¡dx, we can construct a large sample confidence inærval for
, -o.

the shìft parameær 0.

ïve now assume that h(x) =:#, -oo(X(oo. under this æsumption we propose an

estimator of 01 and 02 as

ôr=median{Xr, Xz, ..., X.N} Q.21)

and

ôz=median{Yr, Yz, ..., Yor.r}

respectively. We also construct a best asymptotic nonnal

by

ei=ô,+*
and

e;=êr-#b

respectively, where tr(0)= - j

We call the three estimators of 0 given uv ô, 6=ôrôr an¿ g*=01-0T the Hodges-

Lehma¡¡ estimator, the 'median' estimator and the BAN estimator respectively. It follows

tf¡at the estima¡orâ=ôÎê1 is asymptoticaly normally distribuæd with mean 0 and

ihtt\a-el . ¡{j)¡6.¡= ð r -¡61 
"n¿ 

¡{r)¡2_61= !-¡
i=lh(zi-e) ' "' ' ae -' ' a0

(3.22)

@AN) estimators of 01 and 02

(3.23)

(3.24)

Ø-Ð.
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.îP-*'t'ß
variance -:-::-. It is also lsrown that the BAN estimator e =ez-ei hæ asymptotic

4À(1-î.)N

varia¡ceÀ.
À(1-À)N

: We now draw a random samPle of size m¡¡=i00 from the Cauchy pclf f(-> | ft *a

: *other independent ra¡dom sunple of size n¡=100 from the Cauchy pdf

i1g(x)=:;:;: ,,". Usirg a consisænt estimate of Jfzl*;O*, we construct a i00(1-e) percent-' ' ?r 1+(x-))¿

nonparametric large sampie confidence interval for 0 (where 0 is the shift between the two

densities and is equal to 5 in this example) as

â ! zs12{",[ffi 
J 

rozlx¡ox ] -t,

.--
:' where z¡¿p is the upper o/2 percenøge point of a sønda¡d norrnal distribution.

: We also consider a large sample confidence interval for the shift pararneter bæed on the

Mann-Whitney statistic as given in Noether (1972).

We can also obøin parametric 100(1-q) percent large sampie confidence intervals for 0

as

'̂è!zo12n1^{z0g¡-r

' and
,*

0"!zttzltfzsI-1

from the 'median' and the BAN estimators respectively.

Random samples following Cauchy distribution were simulated by generating uniform

. random variates (SAS Institute, 1982) and applymg the appropriaæ inverse tra¡sformation.

; fte medians were obøined using PROC LINWARIATE in SAS.

. fne following table gives 95 percent confidence i¡tervals for the four methods outliled
:

above:
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Table 3.1: Large sample Confidence Intervals for the shift between

distributions

lîefiñâfñr g\Eô C.. I.

(4.66,5.60)

(4.69,5.60)

(4.7s, s.62)

(4.69,5.47)

two Cauchy

(3.25)

lNonparametric

2Nonparametric*

Median

BAN

lThe interval is based on the Mann-Whitney statistic. zThe interval is based on the

Hodges-Lehúann estimator.

*The functional J P1x¡ox was estimated by a consistent estimate 
J 

ro1*¡a* bæed on the

standard norma.l density as the kemei. ln this case

-ir,rt.lo.= 
t ø * "r,'t,å,Ëf(ffi)

where Q(x)=(2n¡-llz svpç-az¡2¡ (see Bhanacharyya and Roussas, 1969). Foliowing

Theo¡em 3.3 we used an=¡-1/3 ¡ the right hand side of (3.25). Thus, using simulated data

from Cauchy distributions, we find that although the confidence irterval based on our

nonparametric procedure is wider than the one bæed on the BAN estimator, the difference

in iengths of these i¡ærvals being .l3 is small. We also see that i¡ this particulæ situation

the present nonparametric procedure yields a shorter inærval than the one based on the

Marm-Whitney statistic.



Examole 3.2. ln this example we construct a large sample nonpârametric confidence

a-
inærval for Â(f.¡= Jf¿(x)dx using a consistent estimate of the variance of an estimate of

¡(Ð*glu"ninrå rcm3.2.

We first consider the following lemmas:

Iæmma 3.6. If f and f 1) a¡e bounded, Q is a function of bounded variation, and the

sequences {a¡} and {l¡i are such ti,at ao=n-ô, þOd and l¡-nt O.y<f, m.n

sgp nÏfn(x)-f(x)l converges to zero with probabilty one as n tends to infinity.

þg[. The proof follows at once from Theorem 2.5 in Schusær (1969).

I.amma3.1. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.6

(i) sup lfa(x)l=Op(1)

(ü) sup lf3(x)l=op(i).

Proof. (i) We have

sup lfo(x)l<sçp lfn(x)-f(x)l+sgp lf(x)1.

The proof follows from the above inequality in conjunction with Lernma3.6.

The proof of part (ü) follows from læmma 3.6 and part (i) by noting that

sçp lf?(x)l<srip tÇ{x)-P(x)l+sçR lP(x)lsçn lfo(x)-f(x)l sgp lfn(x)+f(x)l+sup lP(x)|.

læmma 3.8. Undel the conditions of Lemma 3,6
læ
-tn

I I rá(x)¿x- [ f:1*¡O*t converges ir probabilty to zero as n tends to infinity.
-ln

Proof. For arbitrarily small e>0 and sufficiently iarge n, we have

ln-lnln
r J rf 1x¡ox- J rrl*¡o*t<t J r,f 1*¡a*- J r:1*¡o*r*9
-lo _; -ro -fn '¿
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<2, s¿¡"tn ttfl 1*¡r: 1"¡ tf
L

<2,Nf,f l¡lf¡(x)-f(x) l,NplolÇ(x)+P(x)+fn(x[(x) l+9,

An application of Lemmas 3.6 nd 3.7 compietes the proof.

We now propose to construct a iarge sample 100(1-g) percent confidence interval for

^(Ð 
as

lD

t"(Ð!zatz^l {k f rl(*)¿*-t I roz(x)¿x]z) ].
-l¡

Rmdom samples from Cauchy and logistic distributions were simulated by generating

uniform random variates (SAS Institute, 1982) and applying appropriate inverse

transformations. A random sample following normai distribution was simulaæd by the

normal random variate generator (SAS Institute, 1982). Table 3.2 gives nonparametric

confidence i¡tervals for the Hodges-Lehmann functional conesponding to a confidence

coeffrcient 0.95 and a sample size 100.

'âable 3.2:Large sample Confidence Intervais for Â(f)= jOOrO- for some distributions

(2n)-Ltz ¿7pç-*z¡21 0.28 (0.23,0.31)

(0.13,0.21)

(0.15,0.21)

11
;T.æ

expCx)

{ l+exp(x) }2

0.16

0.17

6'1



Bø¿rk: The functionals inOro- ano Jf:1x;ox, appearing in the variance for the

estimaæ of À(Ð, are esu¡ated Uy J 
fozlx¡Ox ano J ff ix;Ax respectively, where f¡(x) is a

-l¡

kemel estimate of f(x) obtained by using the standard normal probabiÏty function as a

1n

kernel function. I¡ this case the estlmaæ | tflx¡Ax is given by
-fn

tr nnn ln

-f;t*ro"¡1na¡'åË.É,¡*fùË)tr"J" G26)

where Q(x)=(2n)-112 s rl-íl'¡2¡. By sraight forward inægration, we get

ln

frf(*)o*
-fn

=1av,lzfi ¡z ¡'t .å,Ë,,Ëi.rr-j(xl+xf+xi-x4-xixk-xjxk)ll=rJ=ü(=r Jân

. ror,fa. å$4r- or$-r"- lq:txr,,, (3.27)

; whereIt
l

OO= 
J # * ¡-yztZlAy. Following Theorem 3.3 and Lemmas 3.6 through

-oo

, 3.8 we used ¿n-¡-1/3 ¿¡d lo=n1/9 i¡ì the right hand side of (3.27).
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CÉIAPTER IV

NOMARAMETRIC ESTMATION OF A PROBABILITY DENSITY FI,JNCTTON AND

ITS F{,JNTIONALS

4.1 Introduction

Suppose Xt,Xz, ..., Xo are independent and identically distributed random variables

having the pdf f(x) where f is unknown. An estimator f¡(x) of f(x) proposed by Rosenblan

(1956) and later studied by Parzen (i962) and others is given by:

(4.1)

where Q is a known probability density function and {an} is a sequence of positive

numbers converging to zero as n tends to infhity. Q is called a kemel function (or

window function) and the sequonce {a¡} is cailed a smoothhg parameær (or bandwidth).

The estimator fn(x) is called a kemel estimator (window estimator) of f(x). The choice of

{a¡} in defining the estimator f¡(x) hæ been studied among others by Rosenbian (1956),

Woodroofe (1970), Nadaray a (I97 4) and Silverman (1986). "The bandwidth determines,

among other things, how far away the observations are allowed to be far from x and still

contribut€s to the estimation of f(x). The bandwidth also governs the peakedness of the

kemel and, hsnce, the degree of dependence of the estimator on i¡forrnation nea¡ x. Small

values of ao will result in rougher (wigglier) estimators that reiy heavily on the data near x.

In contrast, larger ao's allow mo¡e averaging to occur and thereby give smoother

estimators." (see Eubank, i988, p. 112), It is well known, (see Rosenblatt, 1956,

Puæ.n, 1962, Nadaraya, 1965 and Schuster, 1969), that the asymptotic behavior of fo(x)

depends on the smoothness of f and on the sequence iao). In Rosenblatt (1956) it is

shown that the optimal choice of ar, that minimizes the asymptotic mean square effor

r"er=fri0ffi)
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(MSE) of fn(x), also depends on the smoothness of f nea¡ x. That is, an optimal value of

ao, denoted by a1o, is given by:

a1o=q(n, t l1), f(2), ...,x, Q), where q is a lnown function of its arguments and is still

unlnown ro the statistician since f, f(1), f(2), ... are unktown. Woodroofe (1970) has

proposed to estimate a1n by using consistent estimates of f, f(1), f2), ... and has shown that

(^ 7\

where a2¡ is an estimaæ of a1¡. Rosenblatt (1956) and Silverman (1986) have investigaæd

the second order and four{i order properties of a ciass of estimators of the density function,

and Azzalini (1981) hæ studied the second order properties of a class of estimators of the

distribution function and population quantiles. The optimum value of a¡ that minimizes the

asymptotic MSE has been obtained in each case.

ln this chapær we derive expressions for the mean square errors of kemel estimaæs of the

derivative of the probability density function f, the population mode 0, the distribution

function F and the population quantile of order p (0+<1), (p. ln each case we shall obtain

expressions for the optimum value of a¡ whích minimize the mean square error. It wiÏ be

shown that the rcsults obtained in Rosenblatt (1956), Silverman (1986) and Azzatini (i98i)

are special cases of our results.

4.2 Estimation of the Derivatives of a Probabilitv Density Function.

As in Nadaraya (1974) we shail say ttrat Q is a kemel function of class C5 (s is an even

inæger greaær than or equal to 2) if it satisfies the followilg conditions:

(A) Q(x)=QGx), sup"sRlQ(x)l< K<"".

I
(B) a¡= Jx'Q(x)dx= 1, if i=0

,... [E{ fo(x;azn) - f(x) }21-,
nä14-E { fo(x:arn) - 11*¡¡2.1-''

= 0, if i=1, 2, ..., s-1
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L

û6+ 0, 
J 
lxs+rQ(x)ldx<'".

For example, u årt ron.tion of class Cs is given by

Q(x)={Hs(x)+d2Hz(x)+d¿H¿(x)+ ... +ds-zH'-z(x) }z(x), (4.3)

where z(x) is the sta¡dard norrnal pdl dr= zr!ffi. and Hr(x) is the Chebychev-

Hermiæ polynomial of degree r defined by

tl2l - r[4] r[6]
H'(x)=¡t -;r.x"2+V,i.*'t - ùjt. xr-.+ -

and Hs(x)=1 (see Kendall and Stuart 1969, p. 155).

Following Bhattacharya (1967) and Schuster (1969), an estimator of the r-th derivative

f(r)(x) of a pdf f(x) is given by

r"(')e)T#iËfrË" )
(4.4)

We shall assume the following regularity conditions:

Condition (4.2a): f ancl its fust (r+s+i) derivatives exist and a¡e bounded and fr+Ð(x)#O.

Condition (4.2b): Q(x) is a kernel function belonging to class C5.

Condition (4.2c): Q(i)(x) is absoluteiy integrable for i=0, 1,2, ..., r.

a

Condition (4.2d): JtilQ(')(t)l2dt <"" for i=0, 1.

The kernel n n.tio-Jgiurn in (4.3) also satisfies Conditions (4.2c) and (4.2d).

By Conditions (4.2a) and (4.2b), we have



E{ r"G)e) ) =_;þ<0ffi }t"x"

= fåG)(r¡(x-tåildrtô f ¡

J .tÍl

Integrating by parts successiveiy, we get after using Conditions (4.2a) nd (4.2c)

-- I
e { rnal lx¡ l = 

*f¡x-a¿qG-r) 
(t¡ ?+ þ0", 6¡t t,(x-raJdr

= --1 -- ¡i¡a-taJ0(,-2\Ð13+ i3a-z¡9rrz4x-ø"lotan¡-f J ai--'

. = frttlñ\*-tu"lot (4.s)

l-""

, Now, expanding flt)(x-tao) around x to the order of (tan;s+t (where s is an even integer)

i,, and using Conditions (4.2a) and (4.2b), we have

f-,1l"l
E{fnt)(x)}=rt)(x)*u"{ l¡*Ð(*l þO(t)¿,ro(il l. to.ul

LO';J
.

Using computation in (4.6) we have

ìoo

. n¿o2r+1y¿¡{ro(r)ç¡lr= jfforoffi)]'*t"

1t,



-"{ ¡*"'Ë"},r*]

= if OroAlf zr<.-tån)dr - an2r+1 { f(r)(x)+o(l ) }. (4.7)

(4.8)

(4.e)

In the right hand side of (4.7), expanding f(x-tan) around x to the order of ta¡ and using

Condition (4.2d), we have

var{roc)qx¡ ¡= -{$ J t4<'r{tltror . "(n+*ù

E{fn(r\x)-flÐ(x) }, - ffi *#Br+o(-år +an2s),

.2

wrrere e1+1x¡_frq(r)(t)l2dt ano 
",=[+,,*u, i,*ro,)

Differentiating the dominating ærrns in the right hand side of (4.9) with respect to an and

equating to zero gives

f (2r+ I )Ar l1/t2(s+r)+ tl
an =[-zsnBf (4.10)

The corresponding minimum MSE is given by

2sl[2(r+s)+1]

E {foo\x)-fr)(x¡iz={2GtÐt1^ lf(?rtÐ4r^ J 
",(2r+1)/[2(r+s)+t]. 

(4.i1)| 2r+1 J[ 2sn 
J

The resuits in Rosenblatt (1956) and Silvennan (1986, p. 67) are special cæes of the above

results when r=0 and s=2, 4.



4.3 Estimation of the Population Mode

In this section we shall consider the estimaton of the population mode.

If the pdf f(x) is uniformly continuous in x, then f(x) possesses a mode 0 defined by

f(0) =.$!{-(x) @.tz)

'We æsume that 0 given by (4.12) is unique. If the kernel function Q, appearing in the

expression for the estimate fn(x) of f(x) in (4.1), is so chosen that 0(u) tends to zero as u

tends to 1.., then for every sample sequence f¡(x) is continuous and tends to zero as x

tends to t"". Consequently, there is a random variable 0¡ such that

fn(O¡) = -ff-fa(x)
We call 0n the sample mode and consider it as an estimaæ of 0.

Pa¡rnn (1962) and Nadaraya (1965) have shown that, under some regularity conditions,

0¡ is strongly consisænt for 0 and is asymptotically normally distributed. In this section,

we use a method developed by Azzallini (1981) to obtah an expression for the mean square

error E{0¡-0}2 and find the optimum value of the smoothing parameter ap for which the

mean square error is a minimum.

We assume the following conditions:

Condition (4.3a): f and its frst (s+2) derivatives a¡e bounded.

Condition (4.3b): f1)(0)=0, l2\e)<0, fl+Ð(e)+0.

Condition (4.3c): Q(x) is a kemel function belonging to class Cs.

Condition (4.3d): Q(i)1x¡ is a function of bounded variation for i=0, 1, 2.

Condition (4.3e): Jtl¡q{rl1t)l2dt <- for i=0, 1.

Condition t¿.¡0, î=n-¡, 
^l=U.å

The kemel function given in (4.3) also satisfies Conditions (a.3d) and (4,3e) .

(4.13)



Læt fn(x) be an estimate of f(x) as defined in (4.1)' If 0n is the mode of f¡(x), then

fn(l)(eil =0, fn(2)(en) <0. (4.r4)

Expanding fo(1)10n) around 0, we get

0=ftr(i\eJ=fn(1)(0)+(0n-0)fn(2\eñ), (4.15)

where leå-01<len-01' From relation (4.15) we may write

(en-o)=- #räf (4.16)

Lemma 4.1. Under Conditions (4.3a), (a.3b), (4.3c), (4.3d) a¡d (a.3e)

1¡ e1r"{r)1e¡1=$4t..)(0) 
_Jr* 

O(r)dr +o(anl+s) (4.17)

oo

, (ü¡va4ro(i\0))Jq* Jtqtrrlt¡zot. "(n+) (4.18)

: Proof. (i) The proof follows at once from (4.6) by letting r=1 i¡ conjunction with relation

, f(1)(0)=0.
:

, (ü) The proof is a special case of the computation in (4.8) with r=1.

Lemma 4.2. Under Conditions (4.3a), (4.3d) and (4.3Ð

(i) foiz)(afi¡=¡(z)10)+op( 1)

(ü) (nao3¡ 1/21fo(1)(e) - Etfn(l\e)l ) converges in diseibution to a normal random va¡iable

wirh mean 0 and variance rte¡_i¡qtu11¡26¡.

Proof. For a pròof of these results see Samant¿ (1973).
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In the following we shall assume Conditions (4.3a) th¡ough (4.3Ð.

Using part (i) of Lemma 4.1 and paa (i) of læmma 4.2 i¡ equation (4. i6), we get

l2)(ex 6n-e )={- 
aq'¡r*rr1e¡ 

f,, Qtrlu, *otuo,+¡ ¡ { 1+op(1) }

-{rno)(o) - errl,le¡ttr+op(1)}. (4.rs)

Dividing both sides of (4.19) by the asymptotic standard deviation of fn(l)(e) obtained i¡

pa¡t (ü) of læmma 4.1, we get

(nan3)i/2{ f2)(exen-e)+Sé,*1 )(el ñ,Otrlu, I

1r1e¡-j¡qtr1191 26¡ ¡1t2

(nan3)u2 {fn(l)(e) - Elfn(l)(o)l }{1+op(1)} ,^ ,,,,

I
{f(e) J tO(t)(Ð12ü }1'tz

Using part (ü) of læmma 4.2 we conclude that

(nan3)1/2{f2\0)(0n-0)+d, fls*u(el f,. Otrla, t

i
{f(e) J tQ(l)(t)2dt}1/2

converges in disribution to a norrnal random variabie with mean 0 and varia¡ce 1.

From this result, we get an asymptotic expression for the mean squarc emor ¿rs

E{ 0o-0 ¡2=v¿t16o }+{Et0ol-0 }2

(4.20)
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=4*unh}z*o(l= +aozr),
flân' Rôn"

(4.2r)

where Az= 
ffi_irq,,,r,rrro' 

*, "r={ffi-i,*u,r,}t
Differentiating the dominating terms in the right hand side of (4.21) with respect to a¡ and

equating to zero gives ttre optimal choice of a¡¡ as

¡ 34, 1t/[2s+3]

"nropl-l2snBzi
(4.22)

With this choice of a¡ the smallest mean square enor is

E{ o" - e } 
r=e3 Ëf 

¡u*':lt 
"rt'Lu*t)

(4.23)

4.4 Estimation of the Distribution Function and the Ouanfiles

In this section we shall æsume the following regularity conditions:

Condition (4.4a): f and its fust s derivatives a¡e bounded and fs-1)(x) * 0.

Condition (4.4b): Q is a kemel function belonging to class Cs and having finite support

t-h, hj.

Condition (4.4c): 
þ*nao2(s+1)=0.

Kemel functions having finite support [-1, U and belonging to class C. are derived in

Miiller (1984). 
x

Defi¡e an estimator, Fn(x), of a disnibution function F(x)= jf(u)du by

-n
Fn(x)=f )wliåì

"i=1 \ "n ,/

where
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t

w(r)= 
_ 

JQ(u)du

Now' 
co

E{F¡(x)}= Jwft^}"1a"

æx

= l'iålPlr"x,¿"
J J ao'tao/'

, æx
= J Joølt<'-*ao'0"

i
= J Q(z)F(x-anz)dz.

Expanding ,,"]r, around x to the order of (anz)s+l and using Conditions (4.4a) and

(4.4b), we get

lsl)r-', .h

E{F¡(x)}=F(¡¡ +ans ïe JCQ(I) dt +O(aos+t¡. (4.24)
-ñ

Next, uslrg the fact that O vanishes ouside the interval [-h, h], we have

e{wffi)}'= Jt*6;tir"r*

x+hao

=^ffi'u. ft*(*))'rr"r¿o
x-ha¡
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h

=F(x-hail+an j 
{ w(t) i4(x-t¿Jdt

-h

Expancting F(x-ha¡) around x to the order of (han)2 and expanding f(x-ta¡) around x to the

order of (ta) then using (4.24), we Eet

varlrolx¡ ¡J@p - T.o,*,,

*irri
¡hl

u=r(Ðth-{wroa'}

Hence,

E{Fa(x)-F(x) }z = 
F(x)11--F(x)i 

- !3a + vra¡h,

where

"={uîP .¿l'*u"'}'

Differentiating ttre right hand side of (4.27) with respect to an and equating to zero gives

r u ì1/(2s-1)*=tr.*l (4.28)

The conesponding minimum MSE is

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.2e)
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Suppose (p is the p-th quantile of the distribution under consideration, and is defiled as

the unique root of the equation F(x)= p. We consider an estimate xp of (p given by the

root of the equation

Fa(x)= p. (4'30)

That is, F¡(x)=p if and only if x=xp. Expanding F¡(xp) around Ép, we let

ro(xo)=Fn((p) +(xp-(p)fn(€), (4.31)

where l[-(plclxp-(pl. Replacing x by (p n(4.24) and (4.26), we get

E{ Fn((p) } =P+ansvs*1l2 + o(ans+1)

and

var{Fo(Ç1= E[1:d *.. od¡,

where the values of u* and vs* are the respective values of u a¡d vs evaluaæd at x=(t'

From (4.30) and (4.31) we may write

' " ' P-Fn((o)
1xp-çP/= - "-ãi-h\9,,

_ p-E{ ((p)} 
_ 
Fo((p)-E{Fn((p)} 

@34)- f"(q) fn(É)

Using the computation in (4.32) and the fact tlÌat fn(q) converges to f((o) in probability as

n tends to infinity (see Nadaraya, 1964), we get

¿nsy"*1/2..,r-Q(¿ns+l ) Fn((p)-Ei Fo((p) Ì . (4.35)(xP-ÇP)=- f(çr)-"r(Ð 
- 

r(hÞ"e(Ð

Hence

n1/2{ f((oxxo- (o)+aosv.*1/2 }

(4.32)

(4.33)

{P(1-P) - t*ar¡"!tz
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It can be easily shown, using Liapounov's version of the central limit theorem (see l,oeve

1963, p.275),*rt tffiff# 
converges in distribution to a normal random

va¡iable with mean 0 and variance 1 as n tends to infnity. Using this resuit in conjunction

with the computations in (4.33) and (a.36), we conclude that 
n1/2{ f((oxxo-(o)+an:vu*12 }

{P(1-P) - u*ao¡ 1i2

converges i¡ distribution to a normal random variable with mean 0 and variance 1 as n

tends to infrnity, since nlgLnar2(s+1)=0 
by Condition (4.4c).

From this result wo now get an asymptotic expression for the mean square error as:

E{xp-(p}2=var{ 
"o}+{ 

et*pJ - (p}2

P(l-P) u*an . ankv.*
= rfq - nf*z+ f*z '

where f*=f((p). Differentiating the right hand

equating to zero gives

. ,. ux .¡ 1/(2s-t)
4"" = t2snvl

(4.38)

Under this optimal choice of an, we have

.nn¡¡x(s-l)¡ lu* I J(À-1)
Erxpl = rn - ffivæO lZ-s"J

and

(4.37)

side of (4.37) with respect to ao and

(4.39)

B{ *p-(p } 
2 = ## di'_åt" (2i1sn) 

2s(2s'1). (4.40)

The resulß in Azzali¡i (1981) a¡e special cæes of the results obtained i¡ @.29) nd Ø.40)

when s=2.
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CHAPTERV

NOMARAMETRIC ESTIMATION OF TIIE CONDMONAL DENSIIY FI]NCTION

AND ITS FTJNCTIONALS

5.1 Introduction

Let (Xr, Yr), CXz, Yz),..., (Xn, Y¡) be independent and identically distributed two

dimensional random variabies with a joint probability density function f(x, y) ard a joint
XV

disribution function F(x, y¡= i jf(u, v)dudv. The marginal density function of X and the

conditional density function of Y given X=x are g(x)= jf(x, y)dy and f(/Ð= H#

respectively, provided g(x)>O. If E[Yl is finiæ, ,ttrn ,t 
" 

,r]r"rrion function of Y1 on X1

is defined æ

r(x)=EIY1fi1=¡1.

The conditional distribution function of Y1 grven X1 =x is defined by

v
jf(x, u)du

v
F(y/x)=_ í(r/Ðd" = 

j¡ei-.

(5.1)

(s.2)

Let (0," denote the quantiìe of order p (0<p<1) of the conditional distribution function

F(y/x), i.e., a root of the equation F((ix)=p. We call (0,* the population conditional

quant'rle of order p and assume that (0,* is unique. If we also assume that f(yix) is

uniformly continuous in y for each x, then it follows that f(y/x) possesses a mode M(x)

detued by

f(M(x)iÐ = max f(y/x).-""<y<." '
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lVe call M(x) the popuiation conditional mode, and assume that M(x) is unique. We also

define
o'

w(x)= jyf(x,y)dy

-
v(x)=_ Jyzf(x,y)dy,

and note tlìat the regression function can now be writæn æ r(x)= $? if g(x)>O.' g(x)

Let f¡(x, y), Cn(x), f¡(y/x) and Fn(yix) be the estimators of f(x, y), g(x), f(yix) and

F$/x) respectively, defined by

i"t",v>ftËoe"Jft"t

e"r.r=fiËo(*)

f"(yk)=#
and

v
rnlytx¡=_irolur')du=-_]@g¿\

(s.4)

(s.s)

(s.6)

(s.7)

where Q is a kemel function a¡d {an} is a sequence of positive numbers converging to zero

and

(s.8)u"1*, rr=*"ti.Ë)G"t)

v
'fI with O(y)= JQ(u)du.

:--

' ¡ adanya (1964a),Watson (1964), Rosenblatt (1969) and Schuster (i972) have studied

: asymptotic properties of estimators of r(x) of the fonn
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,å¡*Ê'"t)fn(x)=-1-.

,ålÊ,"t)

(s.e)

Rosenblatt (1969) also studied the properties of an estimate fo(y/x) of the conditional

probability density function f(yix). Samanta (1989) proved the strong consistency and

asymptotic normality of an estimate Ç,x of the conditional quantile (p,x given by the root of

the equation F¡((ix)=p. Samanta and Thavaneswaran (1990) also proved that, under

some regularity conditions, an estimate M¡(x) of the conditionai mode M(x) given by

fn(Mn(x/x)= jp."fi(fix) is strongly consistent and asymptotically normally distribuüed.

In the next three sections we compute the mean square enors of the estimates described

above. We know, in Chapær [V, that an example of a kernel function beionging to class

Cs (s an even number>-2) is given by

Q(x)={ He(x)+d2Hz(x)+d¿H¿(x)+ ... +ds-zH'-z(x) } z(x), (5.10)

where z(x) is the standard normal pdf and Hr(x) is the Chebychev-Hermiæ polynomial of

degree r defined by

-t2t -t41 -t 6',1

H,(x)=¡r - i:,x"2 + ffî.r'n - 7ã. x¡-6+ - ...

with Ho(x)= 1, rtal=r(r- iXr-2)...(r-a+ 1) and dr= ##) !

(see Cramer ßa6, p. 133).

Similarly an example of a kemel function belonging to class Cs (s an odd number > 3)

is given by

Q(x)={H¡(x)+d2Hz(x)+d¿H¿(x)+ ... +d,-1H.-1(x)+16H,(x) }z(x), (5.i1)

where Às*0 a¡rd coefficients d's are as defined before.
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5.2 Estimation of the Conditional Probabilitv Density Function and the Regression

Function.

'We staæ the regulariry conditions under which atl asymptotic results i¡ this section will

be proved.

Condition (s.2a): íii)(x,y) exist and are bounded for 03+jSs+1.

Condition (5.2b): g'''(x) exist and are bounded for 0(3+1.

Condition (5.2c)' *(i)(r) erlst a¡d are bounded for 0(<s+1.

Condition (5.2d): v(x) *¿ v(l)(x) exist and a¡e bounded.

Condition (5.2e): Q is a kemel function belonging to class Cs (s an even number22).

We frst prove two simple lemmæ:

Lemma 5.1. Under Conditions (5.2a), (5.2b) and (5.2e)

(i)E{f¡(x,y)}=f(*,y¡+$rrr,or1',y)+fl0's)(x,y)l f,rQ{t)ot*o{un,*r¡ 6.12)

(s.13)

. Poof. We outtine the proof of part (i) of the lemma. The proof of part (ü) is similar and is

¡ omitted.

: We have

E{ r"G,vl } = i-r_i 
- 
io tfirotþttu,v)dudv

--
J j Q(t1)0(tzf(x-antt,y-ant2)dtldt2.

j
l

¡ fne proof is compieted by expanding f(x-a¡q,y-a¡t2) around (x,y) to the order of ans+l and

using Conditions (5.2a) and (5.2e).

Lemma 5.2. Under the conditions of L€mma 5.1, we have
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(i)var{rn(x,y)}=ffif-iOr,o* ¡z*"tf."r) (s.14)

co .1.
(ü) væ{go(x)}=gIÐ J Q2(r)dr + oçr*) (s.ls)

(üi) cov{ro(x,y),r"toì=ry ir'u,o, * o(-l-".J. (s.i6)

We i¡dicate *," proor or pu*ìiìi) of the lemma. The proofs of parts (i) â¡d (ü) of the

lemma a¡e similar and a¡e omitæd.

We have

na¡cov { r¡(x,y),g"(.) } = *, i fq2(fi)0(þrtu,ul ouau

-." t*zE { a (*)o rÉ; I i # t o trå* I t ta¡ 4n 4n

.

.-""-""
:

: Expanding f(x-a¡tt,V-antz) around (x,y) to the order ofa¡ and using Conditions (5.2a) and

: (5.2e), we get

!""
na¡ cov {f¡(x,y),go(x) i =f(x,y) J Q2(t)dt +O(aD).

Using the delta method (see Rao, 1973, p. 388) in conjunction with Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2,

we get

"{# fr}}'= *þurrro(x,y) 
- r(x,y)}2+ ffi",r"o)-e(*)}2

- zffiEttA,(x,y) - f(x,y)lt(eo(x) - e(*)l)
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ffi ["*rro(x) ]+{ Egp(x)-g(x) }2]

- zffi [""" t r¡(x'v)'g¡(x) ]+{ (Efn(x,v) - f(x,v) } { Een(x) - e(x) } ]

= 
4L +an2"Br+o(-L + ,ozt),
flân- lìân'

'oo

*r,e* Ar=ffi {_ Jozt l¿t}2 *¿

= ffi [uu't r"(x,v) ]+{ Ef¡(x,v)-f(x,v) } 
2]

(s.17)

B 1= 
{ d;æF{ _ 

J,.ottx, }' [¡s,0)(x,y)+fl0,Ð(x,r, - 
r(x'Ðgq)(x)] z.

Differentiating the dominating ærms in the right hand side of (5'17) with respect to a¡ and

equating to zero gives the optimal value of a¡ as

¡ ¡, ¡l(2s+2)
u"t"pl= l*Eil

(s.18)

With this choice of a¡ the minimum mean square error bscomes

H"{*|f¿|-ffit'=c+r{&¡r<'.rl 8,1/('*t). (5.ie)

In the rest of this section we discuss the estimates of the regression function. \Ve frst

note that the estimate of the regtession function q(x) can be written æ

."(.)=PÐ,
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1n
where *"t.>fri¡0ffi)

We now prove the following lemma:

Lemma 5.3. Under Conditions (5.2b), (5.2c), (5.2d) and (5'2e), we have

(i) E{wn(x)}=w1x¡+$vrs\x¡ f,, Oir)or*o{uo'*r¡ (s.20)

(ä) var{w¡(x)}= Ïf;-irao* 14; (s.21)

-1
(äi) cov{wn(x),snf*l}=äl J 02(t)ot * oÇ!uJ. 6.22)

We shalt prove part til "l¿ 
p*, (üi) of ttre iemma. The proof of part (ü) can be

compleæd in a similar manner.

(i) Using Fubini's theorem, we have

rooooI . , ..X-2..
E{w,(x)} =i I f uô(-^ X(z,u)dz du'ùr' ' "än

.":.-
=-l 

.j"OAl<.-ant,u)dt 
du

= j w(x-a¡t)Q(t)dt.

rfr. proof ofl* (i) of the lemma is completed by expanding w(x-a¡t) around x to the

order of aos+l and using Conditions (5.2c) and (5.2e).

(iji) Using pa¡t (ü) of Lemma 5.1 and part (i) of Lemma 5.3 and Fubini's theorem r,ve get

na¡ cov{ w¡(x),gn(x) } =an .* { #tO<¡ea l r\(+) }

1--
= a" l -i vQ2(þr(z'Y¡oz oY
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-."1"rþr*rr"rfoëå;r1

= j J yQz(t)f(x-aot,y)dt dy+O(an)

--
=_ J qz(t)w(x-a¡t)dt +O(an).

Expanding w(x-a¡t) a¡ound x to the order ofao and using Conditions (5.2c) and (5.2e) we

now complete the proof of part (üi) of the lemma. Using the delta method in conjunction

with part (ü) of Lemma 5.1, part (ü) of Lemma 5.2 and l¿mma 5.3, we get

Ei r¡(x)-r(x) J 
2 = ;l;;5 E { wn(x) - w(x) } 

2 + 4@, ..' o 
p{ g¡*l-gt*l i'{e(x)}z -'' tc(x)l

- zffiett'o"(x) - w(x)l[(gn(x) -e(x)]]

' =9+an2rgz+o(*+an2.), (5.23)

.ôo

. wi,ereaz=ffi JQ2(Ð¿r[ut*l 
@*<,., ]

:--
i attd

.-
Br= G#A;7{ ip or'la'}'[wor1"¡ - lG)4{412.

:--
¡ Oifferentiating the dominating ærms in the right hand side of (5.23) with respect to a¡ and

equating to zero gives the optimai value of a¡ as

,. * 1r/(2s+i)
"n(op)_ 12snB2J
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'With this choice of a¡, the expression for the asymptotic minimum value of B{rn(x)-r(x)}2

is
l/(2s+1). (s.2s)rnin E{ro(x)-r(x)}t (2s+1)f#F K%+1) Bz-an--.-.''" '[zsnl

We now consider the computation of the mean square eÍors of the estimaæs of the

conditional mode and the conditional quantilo.

5.3 Estimation of the Conditional Mode

In this section we assume that s is an odd number greater than or equal to 3, and

compute an,approximate expression for the mean square emor of the proposed

nonparameEic estimator of the conditional mode under the following conditions:

, Condition (5.3a): g(x) is uniformly continuous.

: Condition (5.3b): lii)(x,y¡= ffi "*irt 
*d a¡e bounded for 03+j3+2.

:

: Condition (5.3c): Q and its fust two derivatives are functions of bounded variation.

:

Condition (5.3d): 
rl¡rn 

lu2Q(i)(u)t =0, i=0,t.

.

:

I Condition (5.3e): Q is a kernel function belonging to class Cs.

I

^ Â i _- 1' Condition(5.3f):an=¡-u'ffi<ô.U.

We note that the kernel function defined in (5.11) also satisfies Conditions (5.3c) and

, (5.3d).

; The following lemmæ will be needed in carrying out ttre necessary computation:
:

i Lemma 5.4. Unde¡ Conditions (5.3b), (5.3c) and (5.3e)

E{fn(0'1)(x,y¡1=flo't)(*,y)-$tlo''*1){*,v)+l$1\',y)l Jeq6¡ot+olaos+i¡. (s.26)
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Proof. Using Fubini's theorem and Conditions (5.3b) and (5.3c), we have by inægration

by parts
oo co

E{fo(o'1)1x,y¡ ¡= J j QG)Q(w)í0'r)(x-rao,y-wao)drdw.

The proof * *rie."'*" o.ompleûed by expandi-ng lo'1)1*-r.o,y-tuo) æound (x,y) to the

order of ans+l and using Conditions (5.3b) and (5.3e).

In læmma 5.5 below we denote by C(Ð the set of continuity points of f.

Lemma 5.5. Under Conditions (5.3c), (5.3d) and (5.3Ð, if (x,y)eC(Ð and fig¿naot""'

then

(nao4¡ 1/2 [¡o(0' 
1)(x,y)-E{ fn(o'r)(x,y) } ] converges in distribution to a normal random

variable with mean zero and variance f(x,y) i i1q1"¡qrtllt) ]2dudv.

Proof. See Samant¿ ând Thav**t** ,;;
In the remaining part of this section we shall assume all Conditions from (5.3a) through

(s.3Ð.

we firsr nore that lo't)(",u(*))=o *o f o'2)1x,M(x))<0. Expanding fo(0'1)(*,Mo(x))

around (x,M(x)), we get

0=fo(0'1)(x,Mo(*))=fo(0't\*,M(*))+ { Mn(x)-M(x) }fo(0'2)1*,vfi 1*¡

where Mfi(x) - M(x)l < lMo(x)-M(x)l

Hence,
¡ (0'l),

{Mn(x)-r¡(x)}= ffi#ß
(s.27)

by Lemma 4 i¡.Samanta and Thavaneswaran (1990). Using Lemma 5.4 and multiplying

both sides of (5.27) by l0'2)qx,M1x¡¡, we get
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lo'2)(x,M(x)) { Mn(x)-M(x) }=
c'

[$tlo'*1\*,rra(x))+l$1)(x,u(x))] JoOttl¿t +o(ans+1)] { 1+op(1)}

- [fn(''1)¡*,M1*¡¡ -E1fo(0'i)qx,M1x¡¡¡i r*optrlt.

Hence

1n¿oa¡1/2þ0,2)1x,M(x)) { Mn(x)-M(*) } - $llo,'*')(x,M(x))+ís,1)(-,rr¿t.lll_irOttl¿t]

[r(*,1¿(x) j J {S(u)q(t)1v¡¡z¿o¿u]trz

_ - (nao+)t/z[ro(0'r)(x,vl(x)) -e{ fo(0'1)(x,tr¿(x)) } ] { 1+oo( 1) } _^ ,,,, 
.,,

- 

TUp\ I./.

[r(*,r,¡(*)) j J {Q(u¡q{t)1v)}2dudv]1i2

Using Lemma 5., *, no* ro"l"l that Mo(x) is asymptoticalty norrnaily distributed with

mean

E{Mn(x) }=M(x) + 
;¡arffM(Ð[10's+1)(x,M(x))+d"l)(*,tvl(*))]_i' 

*r* (s.28)

and va¡ia¡ce

f(x,M(x)) j J {Q(u)Q(l)(v)}2dudv

Var{Mo(x)'-
, "- n¿oa { lo'2)1x,M1x¡¡ } 

2

.

! Hence
:"

E{M¡(x)-M(x)}z=Var{Mn(x)}+{ElMn(x)l - M(x)i2

(s.29)

= i1 * ao2rB¡+o(-L + aoa),
llân- flân-

(s.30)



where

Az=

and

"r{

f(x,M(x))

{ do'2)(*,tnl(r)) }2
J J {Q(u)Q{t)(v)}2dudv

l0,s+1

1z

- 
J- oror,_l

M(x

))

¡l"t
,M(xxs

Differentiating the dominating ærms in tire right hand side of (5.30) with respect to an and

equating to zero gives the optimal value of ao æ

(s.31)

With this choice of a¡, an expression for the asymptotic minimum value of E{M¡(x)-

M(x) i2 is

¡ 2¡^ ll(2s+4)
u"topl=t*Bãl

rg¡n e { rra"¡x¡-rra(Ð }'= Gt2Ë¡<'*zr rrz('*2) (s.32)

5.4 Estimation of the Conditionai Ouantile

In this section we assume that s is an even number greater than or equal to 2. We list the

reguiarity conditions under which the mean square effor of the proposed nonparametric

estimator of a conditional quantile is derived.

condition (5.4a): F(1+ij)1*,t)=äëiÐexist and are bounded for 0l+j3+1.

Condition (5.4b): g(i)(x¡ = J{ðir{x,y)lðxi}OV exist and a¡e bounded for i=i, 2, ..., s+1.

Condition (5.4c): 0 is a function of bounded variation.
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Condition (5.4d): Q is a kemel function belonging to class Cs.

Condition (5.4e): ao=¡-ô , 2¡î. U.å.

'We noæ that the kemel function defined in (5.10) also satisfies Conditions (5.4c).

We fust prove two lemmas:

Lemma 5.6 Under Conditions (5.4a), (5.4b) and (5.4d)

(i)E{g¡(x)}=g(xl*d.¿t'lt"l Jrs Q(t)dr+o(ans+1) (5.33)

(ä) E{B¡(x,y)}=r(1'0)1x,y¡+$tn(l+s,0)(x,y)+F(1,s\*,yll Jt' O(t)dt +O(ans+l) . 6.34)

P¡aaf The proof of the first part of the lrrntu ¡otlo*r 

-jom 

direct computation and is

omitted. To prove the second part we have by using Fubini's theorem

oo oo
1 r,-

E{B¡(x,y)}= 1 j J o(ryaJ$(IraJf(u,v)dudv

--i i i*,tn:Yn 
)Q(ff)r{o,u)atauau

--v
= I J t|@ùþ(zùf(x-anzl,t-at4)dtdz|dzz

= 
_l -l 

Q @ù þþa¡F(1'0)(x-aoz1,y-a ¡¡22) d4dz2.

Expanding F(1'0)ix-aoz1,y-a¡22) around (x,y) to the order of a¡s+l and using Conditions

(5.4a) and (5.4d) compleæs the proof.

Corollary. Under the conditions of Lemma 5.6
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q#ffiP 
=o"dr1a* J*or,ldt[Frr's,o4x,ç0,*)+F(1,s)(x,60,"¡ - pgG)(x)]+o(a¡s+l).

(s.3s)

Lemma 5.7. Under Conditions (5.4a), (5.4b), (5.4d) and (5.ae)

Fo((p,r/x) = %ffiÈo asymptoticaliy nonnally distribuæd *ittl.r*ffifl

and va¡iance #B Jtoallrot.

,--
fuof. We omit the proof which can be completed along tire same line as in Lemma 8 and

Theorem 2 in Samanta (1989).

ln the remaining pa¡t of this section we shall æsume all Conditions from (5.4a) through

(s.4e).

Expanding FnÇ,x/x) around (p,x, we Set

p=Fn((p,*/x)+(-h,* - (p,Ðfn((ix), (5.36)

where ( is some random point between Ç,* and (p," . Hence,

G,--(0,Ð= ç-(bte - EffÉTP -{Fn((p,x/x)-"'Ër#áîi" II

- 1 fe-Effi5fl-{Fn((p,*/x) "'år*tÍíi."tl, 6.37)
¡f1Ç',*ix)+op( t) l '

by Lemma 6 in Samanta (1989). Using ttre coroliary of L¿mma 5.6 and multipiying both

sides of (5.37) by f((p,xix), we get

f((n,*/x){Ç,* - (0,*1=
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{ ¿ffi ñ'*uror[rt'-''o)(x,(p,x)+F(1's)(x,(p,")-ne(')(*)]+o(ans+i)]{i+op(1)}

- {ro1(0,*/x) - "tËiï*Íii" I1r+op(l)}.

' Hence

:

: {nang(x)}l/2 
þ1qo,"l*X(p,* - (p,*}+

{p(t-p) JIo(Ðlz¿t}r¿

¿s 
_ 

JtQ(t)ut{ utt*''0\x,(op+F(1sr1x,(oi - pg{s)1x¡ } ]

:

= --.ryx- [pnt(',*/x) - 
ttË#ftÍifl t 

l { 1 +op( 1) } + op( 1)'

.-
, fp(i-p¡ J¡q1t¡zot¡rz

-oo

¡ Using Lemma 5.7, we now conciude that (0,* is asymptotically normally distribuæd with
.

I mean

:""

; "{Ep,*}=(p,* #h fo(t)dt[F(r+s,0)(x,(p,x)+F(1,s)(x,60,"; 
- pgts)(x)] (5.38)

l

: and variance

'."
, u*tEo,-i=#fffi,.lp_Jto<tll'¿' (5'3e)

Hence

E{-h," - (p,*}2=var{ (p,x i +{ EtÇ,*l - (p,* } 
2

. = 
44*uo2rga+o(;f 

+an2s),

where

(5.40)



*=#ffi,i*u,,",

e¿= 

-]- 
{ [,'Q(r)¿da,t.s,0\x,(p,x)+F(i,s)(x,(p,") - OgG)1x)J ]2.-'1rlr1*,ço,J)2'-j

Differentiating the dominating terrns in the right hand side of (5.40) with respect to a¡ and

equating to zero givæ the optimal choice of a¡ as

I A¿ I 
r/(2s+1)

4n(op)- 
l2snB4f

(5.41)

With this choice of a¡, an expression for the asymptotic minimum value of E{!p,x - Çp,*12

is

Tili' E { 
-çp,- - Çp,*}z - (2'* 1 )(2*f '('-+1) B 

i(2s+ 1) (s.42)
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